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Clemson hires former Arkansas head coach
by Dean Lollis
news editor
Rumors of the re-hiring of Danny Ford
were quieted Sunday when the University
announced the hiring of Ken Hatfield, former Arkansas head coach, only a few days
after Ford's resignation.
Bobby Robinson, athletic director, said
on Sunday, "We said that we wanted to get
the best coach we could possibly find as
quickly as possible. It went a lot quicker than
we thought possible."
Other candidates for the head coaching
job had been Tiger assistants Bill Oliver and
Chuck Reedy and Air Force Academy Head
Coach Fisher DeBerry. Oliver has since left
to become an assistant coach at the University of Alabama.
Hatfield's hiring was announced at a press
conference on Sunday afternoon in the
President's Box at Memorial Stadium. Hatfield-was ■gree-ted with boos and jeers from a
crowd that was still loyal to former coach
Ford.
After the press conference, -however,
Hatfield stopped to have a word with the
crowd, telling them that theirbehavior showed
they hurt and were loyal to the team. He
promised "that he would be with them until
the bitter end."
Hatfield began his college coaching career as offensive coordinator for Bill Parcells
at the Air Force Academy.
Hatfield began his career as a head coach

Head Coach Ken Hatfield
at the Air Force Academy in 1979, when
Parcells left to become the head coach of the
New York Giants. Hatfield was named "National Head Coach of the Year" in 1983 when

see related story, page 21
his Air Force team went 10-2.
In 1984, Hatfield became the head coach
of the Arkansas Razorbacks, replacing Lou
Holtz. Since that time, he has compiled a 5517-1 record and earned the distinction of
"Southwestern Conference Coach of the

Administration considers
alcohol policy changes
by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief and
Dean Lollis
news editor
The University Alcohol and
Drug Awareness Committee met
on Thursday afternoon to review
the input that had been received
from students concerning the alcohol policy.
Prior to the beginning of the
meeting, President Max Lennon
spoke to the members of the committee on their purpose.
"Regardless of my view on this
subject, it is inappropriate for me
to impose my views on anyone
else," he said.
He told the committee to remember that we "have a law that
has to do with the drinking age.
Laws cannot be ignored."
"Think of trying to create an
environment where young people
as freshmen can mature and become responsible adults."
Lennon also reminded the
committee members that in the
past, prohibition did not work.
"We should learn from the past.
It did not work and will not work,"
Lennon said.
Lennon told the student members of the committee not to be
"intimidated."

"The [alcohol] policy must be
supported by students or it will
not work."
The committee, chaired by
Bonnie Stevens, is composed of
seven students and seven administrators. Originally, there were

The [alcohol] policy
must be supported by
students or it will not
work.
Max Lennon
University president
only four students, but the Student Senate passed a resolution
asking the administration to allow equal representation on the
committee.
At the start of the meeting,
students who were not members
of the press were asked to leave,
including Derrick Pierce, Student
Senate president.
During the three-hour session,
the committee discussed issues
concerning party definitions,
safety and the holding of parties
in residential areas. .
The committee will meet again
today at 2:30 p.m.

Decade."
While in college, Hatfield played for the
Arkansas Razorbacks and led the nation in
punt returns from 1963-64. His 81 -yard punt
return for a touchdown against number-oneranked Texas in 1964 helped the Razorbacks
to win the game and a national championship.
Hatfield leaves a school that has not been
under NCAA investigation, unlike many of
the other schools in the Southwestern Conference. Early in his tenure at Clemson, he
will be faced with allegations from the NCAA
for rules infractions that occurred under Ford' s
program.
"We wanted to go by the rules and do
whatever we could to compete honestly,"
said Hatfield, Sunday. "We tried to do it that
way and did and are going to do it here. It is
the only way I know how to do it."
"Our only rule is that the team comes first.
Whatever we do is in the best interest of the
team. When players put the team ahead of
themselves, they are more likely to play hard
every play.'\
Hatfield brings to Clemson a ground-based
offense that is similar to Ford's style of football.
Hatfield had asked his assistant coaches
from Arkansas to join him at Clemson.
Assistant Jack Crowe, a former Tiger assistant coach, however, was named head coach
of Arkansas.
Crowe is named in the NCAA allegations
against Clemson.

Ken Hatfield
Born: June 6,1943, in Helena, Arkansas.
High School: Graduated from Helena
Central High School, 1961, where he
lettered three years in football, basketball
and track.
College: Attended University of Arkansas
where he played defensive back, leading
the nation in punt returns (1963-64).
Received a bachelor's degree jn business
administration, accounting, in 1965.

Coaching Experience
* Assistant coach, Helena-West Helena
High School, 1965
* Freshman coach. West Point, 1966
* Assistant coach, I ennessee, 1968-70
* Backfield coach, Florida, 1971-78
* Offensive coordinator. Air Force
Academy, 1978
* Head coach. Air Force Academy, 1979
-named National Head Coach of the Vear
(1963)
* Head coach. University of Arkansas,
1984
-won conference championships, 198889
-Named Southwestern Coach of the
Decade, 1989

Police file no charges in student death
by Dean Lollis
news editor
John McKenzie of the University Police announced Monday that
no criminal charges will be filed in
the Dec. 8 death of sophomore
Shannon Gill following a six-week
investigation.
Pickens County Coroner Mitchell Davis has ruled the death to be
accidental.
Gill fell approximately 27 feet

when she attempted to climb outside the window of the Alpha Tau
Omega house. An autopsy revealed
that Gill had a blood-alcohol level
of. 17.
"We have established and confirmed that she did have some alcohol," said McKenzie, "but the state
Alcoholic Beverage Commission
is investigating where she obtained
it from."
The police investigation involved interviewing approximately
78 people, he said.

"We have devoted a great deal
of time and effort to it by talking to
anyone who knew about the case,"
he said. "As far as this case is
concerned, this is it."
The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity has been charged with violating the University policy on the
consumption, use or sale of alcohol
on campus, said Joy Smith, director of student development.
She, however, declined to comment on any possible disciplinary
action against the fraternity.

Students voice alcohol policy concerns
by Andrew Cauthen
editor-in-chief and
Bill Swain
assistant news editor
The University's Student Government held an open forum Monday night to discuss issues presented by the University's Student
Development staff.
"We try to keep our policy concerning parties as current as possible," said Bonnie Stevens, assistant director of Student Development programs.
Stevens said there is no administrative attempt to ban alcohol from

the campus as rumored.
"We certainly have not discussed
Clemson going dry," she said. "We
are looking for something that students can follow because we don't
have the staff to enforce [a strict
policy].
Stevens, who coordinates
Clemson's drug and alcohol education programs, said the purpose
of the forum was to gather student
input for the alcohol policy.
According to Stevens, the Student Development staff has the
following guidelines for registered
parties:
1. Kegs and bottles will not be
allowed.

2. Officers must be present at all
functions where alcohol is involved.
3. Organizations should follow
any policies concerning alcohol that
is developed by their national leadership.
4. Non-alcoholic functions
should be registered. "We want to
give organizations credit for sponsoring non-alcoholic functions. We
don't want organizations to feel
that non-alcoholic functions were
less important than alcoholic functions."
Stevens said registering non-

see Alcohol, page7
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Student senator wants
alcohol policy 'loophole'
by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief
During Student Senate's discussion of the proposed alcohol policy,
one senator opposed a University
plan to include student's birth dates
on identification cards.
"This [plan] nips the idea of using
fake IDs; this is my fear," said freshman David Pitts, vice president of
the Senate Housing Committee.
Pitts said he wanted to "make
sure there is a loophole" in proposed
alcohol policy that would allow
minors to drink alcohol at organizations' functions on campus.
Pitts, who stated that he was not
of legal drinking age, said that if he
has to pay dues to be in a fraternity,
he wants "to drink some beer."
Senate President Pro Tempore

Craig Shipman said that "for an
underage person, even if they're
paying dues to an organization, their
money can't go for the purchase of
beer."
Pitts, however, said he does not
want to be restricted by this policy.
"I won't be able to drink [legally] for two years." said Pitts,
who is a member of Chi Psi fraternity.
Even though he knows that it is
"not morally right," Pitts said he
wants to safeguard himself and other
minors against enforcement of the
University's alcohol policy.
Senate President Derrick Pierce
said Tuesday that "according to
University regulations and state
laws, Student Senate cannot condone the consumpiton of alcohol
by anyone under the age of 21."
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Senate makes alcohol proposal
by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief

student senate

Student Senate unanimously
passed an alcohol policy which was
presented to the University's Alcohol and Drug Awareness Committee for consideration.
In writing the policy proposal,
the senate addressed the issues that
were brought up by the Student
Development staff, which was reviewing the policy.
One issue the senate's proposal
addresses is the definition of a party.
The senate agreed that "an oncampus party hosted by an individual should be defined as a gathering of 10 or more people in a University dorm room, and 25 people
or more in a University apartment
for social purposes, whether alcohol is present or not."
The proposal states that an

organization's party should be
defined as an "organizationally
sponsored gathering of any number of members and/or guests...for
purely social purposes."
In addressing the University's
concern for increasing education
regarding responsible alcohol use,
the senate stated that " 10 percent
of the organization's membership
should be required to attend a
separate seminar on the responsibilities of serving alcohol."
The senate's proposal states
that "these members and only these
members will be allowed to serve
alcohol" at the organization's
parties.
The senate's proposal would
allow kegged beer on campus

"since it can easily be monitored"
and is the "most economical way"
for organizations to purchase alcohol.
The senate said the policy
should be enforced by having
"educated security personnel available to organizations for the observation and monitoring of oncampus parties" and by having
Student Development "spot-check
host compliance with party guidelines and alcohol policies."
The proposal also states that
"any individuals convicted of DUI
on University property shall have
their University parking privileges
indefinitely revoked."
Addressing the issue of safety,
senate stated that shuttle bus services should be more accessible for
organizations to rent at a reasonable price to provide safe transportation for party participants.

Fans rally
to show
support
for Ford

Taps to be
delivered
spring
semester
by Bill Swain
assistant news editor

by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief

The 1989 edition of Taps will be
published with a scheduled delivery
date of the last full week in April,
said Taps editor Richard Baldwin.
The staff will be turning in the
completed book to the printer at the
end of February, "then it will be up
to the printer to turn around and
deliver it [on time]", stated Baldwin.
There will be no refunds of money
already paid for last year's issue of
Taps because the book will be coming out.
As for the 1990 edition, there will
be a shortened version published.
The book will be approximately 250
pages instead of the usual 450 pages,
continued Baldwin. Refunds will not
be given for this issue as well.
"Full scale work [on the 1990
edition] will begin as soon as the
1989 book is out tne door," said
Baldwin.
By mid June, 1990, the Taps staff
will discontinue work on the 1990
edition and turn over whatever has
been completed to the printer for
publication.
The reason for the quitting date is
because the printer needs six to eight
weeks for printing. Delivery for this
edition will be the week before graduation in August to allow summer
graduates to pick up their yearbook.
Continuing students will be able
to pick up their copies at the beginning of the fall semester; they will
not be mailed.
Students that have already graduated will be receiving their copies of
the 1989 and 1990 editions by way
of the United Parcel Service.
The 1990 edition will cover the
major happenings on campus with a
limited number of feature stories and
profiles as usual. The sports seasons,
Homecoming, student life, and the
Danny Ford story will be substantially covered.
Since Baldwin addressed the Student Senate on Dec. 4, several people
have been added to the Taps staff. A
drop-in scheduled for the night of
the blackout resulted in a turnout of
approximately 16 students.
"It was hard to tell in the dark
exactly how many we had," continued Baldwin. Several of the drop-ins
have since returned to help, including a student senator.
The final word is there will be a
Taps for 1989 and 1990. One is a
year late and the other will be a
summer late, but they will be delivered as promised.

Thousands gathered last Friday
on Bowman Field and marched to
President Max Lennon's home to
show support for former head
coach Danny Ford.
Ford fans rallied for about three
hours and displayed banners with
slogans such as "Danny Ford for
Athletic Director," "Keep Danny,
fire Robinson," and "Danny Ford
for Clemson President."
Several thousand people attended the rally, which came in the
wake of Ford's resignation.
Before the rally moved to the
president's lawn, Stacey Fields, a
Clemson football player speaking
for the team, said several team
members had met earlier in the day
with Athletic Director Bobby
Robinson and Lennon to "discuss
what our feelings were concerning
this situation. We left feeling we
we're not satisfied.
"Later, the team met and made
a team decision. The bottom line
is: We want Danny Ford.
"In the event that we cannot get
Coach Ford, we would like to keep
the tradition within the Clemson
family" by giving the job to one of
Clemson's assistant football
coaches.
The team had announced a
boycott of next season's games
but called it off on Sunday after
meeting Ken Hatfield, the new head
football coach.
At the president's house, which
was guarded by approximately 100
law enforcement officers, many
fans voiced their opinions to the
audience of reporters and police
officers.
"Danny Ford is a wonderful
coach, and he's an asset to Clemson
University," said Clemson fan
Leigh Vincent, who graduated
from West Virginia University. "I
don't think this (Ford's resignation) had anything to do with the
NCAA allegations."
Sophomore Susan McGuffie
said, "We're here because we love
this University. We love what it
stands for. Danny Ford is a good
man. He has done so much for this
school. I don't want to see Danny
go. I would much rather see Max
Lennon go."
"I think the public needs to know
why he is gone. I don't think he
went voluntarily. I think he was
given an ultimatum," said Judy
Dills, of Spartanburg.

Future Leaders
U.S. Representative Bultler Derrick speaks to Young Democrats about his service in the
House during a meeting they held last Thursday in the Student Senate Chambers.

Johnstone renovations delayed until 1991
Rim Cox
Staff writer
According to University housing officials, Johnstone Hall will
continue to exist in its present form
at least until the summer of 1991.
The demolition of the existing
structure and construction of new
housing in its place was slated to
have begun last summer. However,
the project cannot be started until
the completion of the new housing
project on East Campus.
The new East Campus facility
will supply the living space for the
students displaced by the Johnstone
project, which is planned to go in
stages: B&C sections first, then
D&E, and finally F.
"The raising of Johnstone can't
start until we are reasonably certain
we will have a place to house the
students presently residing there,"
said Peter Perhac, director of housing.
The East Campus project was
delayed because it was over budget
by $1 million. The projected cost
had been $5.8-$6 million, yet the
lowest bid submitted was $7.2 million. Jack Wilson, associate vice

president for facilities, planning
and management, stated in a
September The Tiger article.
"The initial bidding was way
over budget, mainly because the
project only attracted two bidders.
We've made some changes in the
design, going from the originally
planned 500 beds to 600 (about the
size of Calhoun Courts), hoping to
attract more bidders and get a more
competitive bidding process," said
Patricia Galmiche, director of residential facilities.
Also in the September article,
Dr. Peter Perhac stated that the
bidding would be reopened by mid
October 1989 with construction
completed in time for residency by
January 1991.
"Students should be able to
occupy the new dorm for the January (1991) session," Perhac stated.
Originally intended to be finished by August 1990, the project
is still in the bidding process and
will not be completed at least until
August 1991, representing a delay
of one year.
New bidding documents for the
project have been completed and
now go through a review process

by the University and the State
Engineer's office, Galmiche said.
"We hope to get through the
review stage, have the project on
the market by March and ready to
be occupied by August 1991,"
Galmiche said.
The Johnstone project remains
in the planning stage, according
to Perhac.
"Our initial plan worked out to
$27,000 per bed, $ 16 million total, which the State Commission
on Higher Education questioned
as being too expensive. Now we
are working on a new plan that
the legislators in Columbia will
hopefully find more palatable,"
Perhac said.
Originally the plans called for
a suite design with two, two person rooms sharing a common
bathroom.
"The suite idea was brought
up by the students who were included in the planning process.
They felt this would give students
an alternative form of housing
that is not offered with existing
University facilities. We plan to
honor this idea in our future planning," Perhac said.

Protests by media opens alcohol committee meeting
by Dean Lollis
news editor
Officials of the University administration attempted to deny
members of the press access to the
Thursday afternoon meeting of the
Alcohol and Drug Awareness
Committee.
On Wednesday. Bonnie Ste-

vens, chairperson of the committee, said the meeting was open to
students but not to the press.
"If they had planned to admit
students and not the press — that's
stupid," said John Shurr, bureau
chief for the Associated Press.
A protest by The Tiger with the
help of Shurr and Lee Harter, editor of the Orangehurg Times-

Democrat raised the issue of a
violation of the Freedom of Information act. This opened the
meeting to the press.
Almeda Jacks, associate vice
president for student affairs, said
that the press was given the benefit of the doubt and that the University is still looking into the
matter.
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Danny Ford followers over-reacted Coming up
In the past week, the Clemson
University football program has
been turned upside down by the
dismissal of the head coach.
The resignation of Head Coach
Danny Ford has spurred several
disturbing events in and around
campus.
To begin, the rally / riot on Friday night, organized by IPTAY
member Liz Freeze, was not called
for or socially responsible. This
demonstration proved that Clemson
fans like Danny Ford and they want
him to stay in Clemson, but it could
not, in any way possible, have his
position reinstated to him.
The estimated 6000 Ford fans
gathered on Bowman field and later
marched to President Lennon's
empty home to state their position
on the "resignation" of coach Ford.
This rally raises the question of
where our, being Clemson football
fans, loyalty lies: in the coach or
the team? The Tigers will play regardless of who is in the position of
head coach.
Personally, I am a fan of the
team's effort and not the work of
one man. On the field it is the
players that get our cheers from the
stands, not the coach.
In the last Saturday' s edition of
The Greenville News, some of the
players expressed their opinion by
stating that they were not going to
play unless Danny Ford was
brought back as head coach.
I suspect most, if not all, of the
players who felt this way on Friday
night have changed their minds
now that the smoke has cleared and
the news crews have left. If this is

newsstuff
BILL SWAIN

assistant
news editor
not the case, I feel for those players
that will have to leave the University because of the loss of their
scholarships for quitting the football team.
Next, Danny Ford was given a
very generous, possibly too generous, buy-out of his contract to receive a maximum of nearly a million dollars to leave. To put this in
relation with other University officials, Max Lennon is only paid a
yearly salary of approximately
$111,000. Danny's salary was sixth
on the list of top paid University
employees, earning $94,000 plus
endorsement contracts from equipment companies to use their products.
It is true that the football program does generate a great deal of
money, but I would wager that an
overwhelming majority of students
came to Clemson to earn a degree
and not to get free tickets to see six
or eight football games a year.
Adding to the inflamed negative
image of the University administration, the front pages of several
local newspapers last weekend had
photos of fans holding up signs
saying "CU later Max", and
"IPNAY - I'll Pay None A Year".
The decision to accept Danny
Ford's "resignation" was a wise
one for University officials because

of the past history of NCAA investigations. It has been shown that a
school that employs a new head
coach during an investigation has
received a lesser punishment than
it would have with the same coach
active during the time in question.
The results of the NCAA investigative committee are the top priorities of the University at the
current time, not who fills the
position of head coach.
I happen to agree with President
Lennon's pursuit of placing a
greater emphasis on academic
excellence and less on the athletic
tradition of Clemson University.
This is an institution of higher
education, is it not?
Finally, the purpose of threatening the director of athletics,
Bobby Robinson, with bodily harm
or death, has completely baffled
me. Robinson, along with the other
University officials involved in the
Danny Ford saga, were all performing the duties incorporated
with their job, not expressing personal opinions or grudges toward
Danny Ford.
I say let the Tigers play and let's
forget about the past. Danny Ford
is not coming back to Clemson as
head football coach. It's time to
move on to next season looking for
a national championship under
Coach Ken Hatfield.
One last note in conclusion. For
all those who like to call to state
their opinion concerning an issue
represented in The Tiger, please
keep the remarks to letters to the
editor. Letters can be sent to P.O
box 2097.

Jan. 30

Last day to order diploma
"The Architecture of West
Berlin since World War II."
Exhibition in the Rudolph E. Lee
Gallery. Display will continue
until Feb. 15.

31

Seminar. "Telephone Usage."
10-11 a.m. in the Senate
Chambers. Dial "0" to, register.
Need to bring telephone feature
instruction guide to class.

Feb. 1

Lecture. "Neural Computing
Application in
ChemicalProcess Systems" by
Tom McAvoy of the University of
Maryland. 2 p.m. in Earle Hall.
Beginning of Black History
month.

Elections will be Feb. 4 for the following postions: assistant business manager,
circulation manager, entertainment editor and features editor. Call 656-2150 for info.

WE'LL G010
GREAT LENGTHS
FOR YOUR
SUPER BOWL PARTY.

•••
You tell us how long you want your Party Sub — and we'll
make it. And we'll stuff your Party Platter with your favorite
subs — sliced in tasty 4"portions. Call today. And start
your day off on the right foot.

COMPACT

DIGITAL AUDIO

.SUBWAY"
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Opinion
Editorial
Ford's departure leaves
unanswered questions
In the few days that have passed since former head
coach Danny Ford resigned, a number of important
events have occurred in rapid succession. Among these
were a pro-Ford rally that took on the flavor of an antiLennon protest, and the installment of Ken Hatfield as the
new head coach. His rapid appointment, such that "Fordlovers" barely had time to bury the body, raises many
questions about the entire situation.
The main question that needs to be answered is, "Why
did Danny Ford resign?" Although mutual differences
were cited as the primary reasons for his departure, this
excuse is simply too vague to explain why one of the
winningest coaches in Clemson history would just
suddenly quit. The gag order that has been placed upon
the faculty and the utter silence of the administration has
the stench of a Watergate cover-up.
Another important question to consider is, "Why pay
Ford so much to quit?" The fact that he may receive up to
one million dollars over the next five years makes him
look like a scapegoat for someone else's errors. If Ford
was really guilty the administration could have fired him
after the NCAA investigation was completed. With the
shortage of housing that has been apparent to all people at
Clemson except the administration, this is a true waste of
money.
In one sense, though, Clemson fans are fortunate.
Hatfield is a proven winner. He has a record that is clean
enough to keep the NCAA snoopers from coming back
for a long time. He also has the ability to bring many
more winning seasons to Clemson, and maybe even a
national championship.
President Lennon, on the other hand, will only hurt the
University if he does not "come clean" and disclose the
reasons for Ford's departure. The fact that the wishes of
the football team were absolutely ignored emphasizes the
lack of understanding between the students and the
administration. The people that pay for Lennon's nice,
white house deserve some answers.
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Students display ignorance at alcohol forum
The Student Governmentsponsored open forum to discuss
alcohol was pathetic.
It was supposed to be an
opportunity for students to present
suggestions concerning the revision
of the University's alcohol policy.
Instead, it turned into a forum for
students to voice their displeasure at
having to abide by S.C. alcohol
regulations.
It is also interesting that 72
percent of the students in attendance
at the meeting were under 21,
according to a Tiger exit poll.
Students criticized the University
for trying to make the campus dry,
in spite of Bonnie Stevens'
statement, "We certainly have not
discussed Clemson going dry."
Students complained that Student
Government members are not
representing students and are
puppets for the administration, even
though Student Body President Trey
Blackwood said that drying up
Clemson is the "last thing" he
wants.
At the so-called forum, very few
solid suggestions were presented.
Instead, students complained and
fussed and booed and yelled.
In fact, I'd say that the statements
from about 90 percent of the students
who spoke were either repetitious,
void of facts or just plain stupid.
For example, the rumor that the
University is trying to make the
campus dry is ludicrous.

ANDREW
CAUTHEN

editor
in chief

A

¥

Just think about it for a minute.
Do you honestly believe the
administration would attempt to ban
alcohol from a state, land grant
institution in the United States of
America where students who are 21
or older have the legal right to get
drunk and puke on their friends?
Remember when hundreds of
students protested the alleged
attempt to close Tiger Town
Tavem? Do you really think the
administration would like to ban an
activity that a majority of the people
on this campus of 13,000-plus
enjoy?
There may be an administrative
desire to dry up the campus, but it
will be a long time before anyone
gets up the nerve to attempt this.
Another prevalent attitude at the
forum that is inexcusable was the
criticism towards Student
Government.
For those who are unsure about
the composition of Student
Government, it is made up of
students—normal
everyday
students. Some cut classes, some
go to football games, some sleep
late, some drink beer.
And to say that Student

Government members are puppets
for the administration is one of the
dumbest things I've heard this
semester.
At times, the administration
probably wishes it could control
Student Government, just as
Student Government probably
wishes it could control the
administration. But life just is not
that easy, is it?
The fact is, our student
representatives are not puppets—far
from it.
And some members of Student
Government were hurt by the
attitude of the assembly in general.
But then what do you care about
the feelings of people who are
willing to forego sleep and and
sometimes neglect academic
responsiblity to represent their
constituents?
Many of you just care about your
Lite. Bud Lite, that is.
It's sad that at an institution of
higher learning as Clemson is
purported to be, students let their
desire to drink come before their
responsibility to think and discover
the facts before falsely accusing
administrative and student leaders.
If the University looked solely at
the results of the forum, they could
dry up the campus and students
would just have to live with it.
That wouldn't be a bad idea in
order to teach students that they
need to think before they can drink.
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Speaking Out

photos by Chip East / staff photographer

Question:
What is your
reaction to Danny
Ford's resignation?
Do you think he

I was somewhat surprised
after he denied he was leaving
no more than a month ago. I
think there was a certain
amount of pressure applied to
him.

It made me sick. I never
thought Coach Ford would be
forced to resign and then be
paid off not to go public.
Wes Merritt

It made me both mad and
upset. My first reaction was
"Clemson football without
Danny Ford." I definitely think
Danny was pressured into
resigning.
Kelly Hughey

I believe he was pressured
by the ongoing investigation,
but I am happy to see him go.
I also believe Hatfield will do
a great job.

The resignation of Ford, I
believe was a result of
Lennon's not wanting his
precious school to get in any
trouble. Max needs to be the
czar of Russia—not Clemson.
Considering that no one really
knows why Ford resigned,
there are a lot of questions
unanswered.
Jason Summers

I think he was pressured—
the NCAA charges were not
strong enough to force him to
go. I'm sorry to see him go, but
the new coach will do just as
good a job.
Reginald Bennet

Tom King

was pressured

Dwayne Parnell

to resign?

Yes. he was pressured by
underlying circumstances that
the public does not know.
Eventually everything will
come out into the open—it
could have been handled
cleaner.
Denise Benjamin

I f Ford was asked to resign
because he was not for
improvements in academics,
then I am all for his
resignation. He was pressured
to resign—I'm glad he resigned.
I hope that Hatfield will do
more to help promote
academics.
David Schmid

University should focus on integrity, not expansion
commentary

by Arun Shanbhug
bioengineering graduate student
It is regretfully that I have observed the
proceedings on campus and in the news media
about events related to an extracurricular sport.
I had enjoyed watching the occasional football
game here and took pride in elaborating its
victories. Albeit it was disappointing that
when I was representing my department at a
conference up North, on purely academic
matters, the only way a few could relate to
Clemson was by the football team with their
"funny" orange tiger paws on their helmets.
The phrase Clemson "football" University
seemed so appropriate.
Reading some of the unbiased reports
following the resignation of the football coach,
I realize that unbeknownst to us, the coach
had become a sort of demi-god. This was also
evident in the student rallies at Bowman field
and the President' s mansion this past weekend.
As a curious observer, I noticed about 4050% of the people present were not students.

It can be surmised that these were family,
friends and relatives of the ex-coach and his
staff and other devotees travelling from afar.
The students appeared thoroughly intoxicated
and thus the "mob effect." Such behavior
could ofcourse be forgiven.
The amount of the settlement seemed
initially a bit too much, and it could be argued
that such amounts could be better used for
junior faculty, equipment and student
scholarships. But considering the potentially
cancerous situation that had to be taken care
of, this amount now seems appropriate. A
period of convalescence would be in order,
and I and other like minded student students
(as opposed to student athletes) would like to
extend our heartfelt congratulations to the
president, The board of trustees and the athletic
director for deciding in favour of Clemson
University. Such students are less
rambunctious and thus will not be led by a
mob. Support thus may seem invisible, yet it
is all-pervading like the air around you. Hope

you have more luck in the future in retaining
control at the University.
Changing to othermatters relating to student
welfare here, I find a "user fee" seems to be
the catch phrase on campus. At first an
innocuous $ 10.00 lab fee, and later extra fees
to check out uniforms at the recreation center,
all of which used to be provided earlier as a
service to the students and the community
around. Such have always been advantages of
an university town. With less than honorable
intentions, a university can then "squeeze"
out any amount knowing the students would
have to pay for such services. Most recently,
a similar user fee under the guidance of Dewitt
Latimer of the Engineering Computer
Operations is being charged to students
desirous of using the laser printers attached to
the Macintosh computers in Riggs Hall.
Faculty around campus have come to expect
word processor generated papers and reports.
Now a sort of "debit card" will have each
student pay for getting letter quality print
outs. Excuses for such user fees are "... to
offset actual cost of material."

What would be next, sir? Where will the
next user fee be levied? Would graduate
student have to "rent" study offices? How
about paying for computer usage also? Would
we have to pay for articles obtained through
inter-library? Maybe a library user fee could
easily be levied? Of course "... to offset cost"
would still be a good excuse.
As a university grows bigger, such
inconsistencies in basic philosophies arise
and service to the students and the community
is affected. Few universities have managed to
be big (relatively speaking) and yet not lose
touch with their duties towards grooming the
next generation of citizens. The problems this
University is having in dealing with
irresponsible drinking, housing, security
measures and parking suggest that the
administration might consider temporarily
stopping the University expansion program
and instead concentrate on building personal
integrity, inculcating honorable values and
making students responsible adults ready to
face the world outside. These would be worthy
goals as the University enters its second
century.

Move to dry campus will cause more accidents, fatalities
I am writing concerning the
alcohol policy meeting on Monday
night in Tillman Auditorium. I feel
it had no impact at all because we
were addressing Bonnie Stevens,
the bottom of the totem pole, whose
boss was attending (but not
participating and facing us students),
and the top administrators were not
present because apparently this
major issue to us was of minimal
concern to them! Tillman was
packed to capacity, but when we all
realized our comments were not
taken seriously (just like our
suggestions for parking, housing,
and scheduling improvements)
many left disappointed and angry
that once again the administrators
would not listen to the people that
are Clemson University.
First of all, what has caused this
re-evaluation of the current alcohol
policy? No fatalities or tragedies
have occurred since this new policy
was adopted; this past fatality was
not related to drinking on campus

leasts.
and would not have been prevented
by a new, stricter policy. I know
that if organizations do not abide by
regulations, appropriate action will
be taken and has been. That is the
only punishment that we should face,
not a ridiculous, unrealistic policy
that limits parties to one per month.
If the University does limit parties
for organizations to once a month,
at least two other unregulated parties
per month will occur off campus.
Clemson students will continue
partying even if the campus is dry,
but I guarantee that more accidents,
tragedies, and fatalities will occur if
the University approves this
senseless alternative. We will find
out if Clemson University officials
really care about their students or
just their own political interests.
Bonnie Stevens stated, "It's your
responsibility," not to drink and
drive, but that everyone will heed
this caution is not realistic. If the

administration emphasizes our being
responsible, then grant us this
responsibility on campus.
Mel Miles

Robinson
at fault
It has been one thing after another
this year. Pre-season investigations,
losing to Duke and Georgia Tech,
14 possible NCAA rule violations
and now Danny Ford being forced
to resign.
Sure there were some great wins
this year, but they are definitely
overshadowed by the negative
aspects of the season.
I can't get used to the idea of a
football season with out Ford on the
side-lines and am angry that this had
to happen at all.
It is arguable whether these
possible violations are major or
minor, but one thing is clear: the

Clemson administration felt that
they had to do something, and their
solution was to force Ford out.
Well, if the NCAA investigation
and allegations are bad enough that
Ford has to go then so does
Robinson.
Robinson is at least as responsible
for the "problems," with Clemson
football.
He is the athletic director, the
man in charge of "all the sports at
Clemson, and he dropped the ball.
Since we have had a history of
investigations and probations, he
should have established a
mechanism for the administrations
to make sure that all the sports
played by the book and did
everything completely above board.
Instead, he bowed to the big
money of Clemson football and did
not keep as close tabs on the program
as he could have. Now he wants to
look like he is cleaning things up by
forcing Ford to resign. He should
have been doing something for the

past few years that would have
prevented this embarrassing and sad
situation.
I
am not absolving or
condemning Ford and his coaching
staff, but Robinson, as the thletic
director, should have known that
the coaches' priority was doing what
it takes to have a winning team; they
were not going to concern
themselves with every little NCAA
rule, even if they should have.
The administration could have
created its own informationinvestigation department with the
sole responsibility to keep Clemson
programs completely honest. Now
they want to blame the coaches and
come off looking like they want to
do the right things.
Well, it's to late! If the Clemson
administration thinks that it can
solve things by firing people, then it
should completely clean house
starting at the top, and Robinson
should resign.
Scott A. Briskv
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FREE Trip
To DAYTONA BEACH
for Spring Break
That's right, it's free! Those purchasing before March 15,
1990 will receive a FREE round-trip ticket on Eastern
Airlines from Greenville/Spartanburg to Daytona Beach,
leaving on Saturday, March 17 and returning on Friday,
March 23,1990. While in Daytona Beach, you will have
a private room at the beautiful Oceanfront HOLIDAY INN
SURFSIDE at 2700 N. Atlantic Avenue.*
*some age restrictions apply to hotel accomodations

A CONDOMINIUM COMMUNITY FOR STUDENT LIVING
One mile from campus
Four Spacious Bedrooms
Two Full Baths
Refrigerator with icemaker
Washer, Dryer, Microwave available
Energy efficient heat pump
Extra parking space
Professional Property Management
UNIVERSITY
J_

CONDOMINIUM I \

Sales Office Located at
388-2 College Ave., Clemson, SC
Open daily from 1 to 5 pm
Outside VA 1 -800-822-4433, Ext. 435
In VA 1-800-262-2200, Ext. 435
In Clemson (803) 654-CALL
FAX: (803) 654-1962

CALH0UN ST.

ELM ST

TIGER BLVD.

SALES OFFICE
388-2 COLLEGE AVE.

LAKE
HARTWELL

RUBIN
SQUARE
CAMPUS

T1
NIVED&IT
V
U
l
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CONDOMINIUM I ^

Clemson's new, prime location condominium by one of the nation's
leading developers of student condominiums
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Clemson group celebrates printing week
Special to The Tiger
The week of January 14 - 20th
was designated International Printing Week by President Bush, in
recognition of the importance and
worth of the services rendered by
the printing industry. Members of
the Clemson Graphic Arts Society
(CG AS) were in the Union last week
offering a peek at the printing industry and how it works.
Both lithographic and screen
printing presses were moved from
Godfrey Hall, and live printing
demonstrations were offered Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
Samples were available and for
anyone that brought a blank t-shirt;
there were two Clemson designs
offered free for anyone willing to

try their hand at screen printing.
The mission CGAS set out to accomplish was to bring a greater
awareness of the printing industry
and how important it is in our daily
lives.
"International Printing Week" is
celebrated all over the world by
printing organizations, schools and
in printing companies. It is interesting to note that Printing Week had
its beginning in education. Back in
1928, members of the printing industry wanted to educate their children to the opportunities within the
printing industry.
This week was set aside to educate them to the opportunities and
benefits of the industry. Over the
years, the printing industry has
grown, and with it the Printing Week

celebrations grew. Few people realize that the printing industry is
the largest manufacturing industry
in the world with respect to the
number of establishments and second with respect to the number of
people employed.
The recent power failure here at
Clemson shows how dependent we
are on electricity, and it was easy to
see how drastic the effects are when
it is taken away. While it is not
likely that we could have a localized printing blackout, the consequences of losing the ability of
printing are frightening and possibly a lot more devastating than
losing electricity.
One quick glance around the
room shows you how basic printing is to our quality of life.

International Printing Week is
always celebrated during the week
January 17th, the birthday of Benjamin Franklin. Benjamin Franklin
is considered the "Father of American Printing". He offered a great
deal to this country, the proudest of
which was that he was a printer. By
his request, his tombstone read only
"B. Franklin - Printer."
Members of CGAS have worked
hard to make this week a time of
celebration for all the students, both
in the graphic communications
major and throughout the school.
Anyone interested in finding out
more about the industry is welcome to attend their weekly meetings held on Monday nights at 6:30
p.m. in Godfrey Hall.

Write news for
The Tiger and
make a
difference.

Call 656-4006
and ask for
Bill.

Thurmond
Institute
appoints
scholar
News Services
The Strom Thurmond Institute
at Clemson University has appointed the director of the energy
division of Mississippi's Department of Energy and Transportation
as a visiting scholar.
Frederick J. Heindl will spend
the spring semester at the Institute
lecturing and conducting research
in the area of energy emergency
preparedness. He serves on the U.S.
Department of Energy's national
energy emergency states' planning
committee and has been a participant in energy emergency preparedness seminars conducted by the
Institute throughout the United
States over the past two years.
"We are pleased that Fred has
accepted this appointment so that
we can draw upon his talents in
expanding our program in energy
security and emergency preparedness," said Institute Director Horace Fleming. "As a practitioner
and planner, he has skills that will
complement nicely the talents of
the faculty and staff of Clemson
University and the Institute in this
critically important public policy
area."
The Institute recently conducted
a study of energy emergency preparedness and response during and
immediately following Hurricane
Hugo. Its report is due out later this
month.
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Kimberly-Clark Is Discovery"

At Kimberly-Clark there is an environment of Discovery . . . discovering new products for new
markets . . . discovering new technologies and better ways to do things . . . discovering answers to
questions which have never been asked.
Discovery requires individuals who are willing to probe the unknown ... at Kimberly-Clark the quest
for Discovery never ends.

Operations Management Specialists
Kimberly-Clark will be holding on campus interviews WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1990 at the
Career Placement Office.
Discover your future at Kimberly-Clark.

Kimberly-Clark Corporation
(See Placement Office for specific information)
an equal opportunity employer
®1985 Kimberly-Clark Corporation
All rights reserved
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Students, faculty 'switch' jobs

WolfiF S>nn (Center
Get a head start
on your tan.
It's time for formals.

by Linda Binkley
staff writer
Last Friday, January 19, selected
students and faculty members
participated in Switch Day and
viewed the University experience
from the other side of the podium.
Interested faculty completed forms
to give up their positions for a day
and assume the identity of their
student replacements, who won the
faculty positions in a raffle.
Dr. Doris Helms, assoc. dean
and professor in the College of
Sciences, and Brian Szymkoski, a
Clemson sophomore, took part in
the Switch Day festivities.
Dr. Helms had a very different
schedule than normal last Friday.
She played the part of Les Cutter,
a freshman chemistry major.
Dr. Helms began her day in an
English 102 class with her "first
8:00 in 25 years." The class discussed the formation of policy
papers on alcohol, and Dr. Helms
voiced her opinions. A9:05Chem.
112 class found her taking notes
for Les and a quiz.
Les took the quiz beforehand,
and Dr. Helms admitted, "Les
should keep the grade that he got."
After her 11:15 Calculus 108 class,
Dr. Helms thought she ought to go
to Les' room to "do some laundry
or something" but Les replied, "No
way!"
Dr. Helms stressed that the
classes and teachers were excellent and interesting. She also observed, however, that teachers in
general should give students more
time to think about the information
being given during a lecture.
Hands-on teaching is also an important educational tool, she said.
Students who write a paper should
receive constructional criticism and
be urged to rewrite and re-evaluate.
From her new viewpoint, Dr.
Helms realized that many large
lecture halls lack adequate physical facilities such as lighting and
overhead projections. In some of
her classes, Dr. Helms had difficulty following the instructors'
notes on the small chalkboards
available. Helms said, "If you're
going to get students excited about
what they're learning, the environment has to be better."

OUR HOURS ARE:
M-TH 9:00-9:00
F 9:00-8:00
(Closed M-F for lunch 1:00-1:30)
Home football Sats. 9:00-12:00
Reg. Sats. 9:00-3:00

Brian Szymkoski meets with Milton Wise, vice provost of
agriculture.
The experience "confirmed my
knowledge that Clemson students
are bright and eager," said Helms.
"I think all the professors whould
be able to go into any class and
listen. It reminds you of things you
have forgotten."
Dr. Helms also thinks it would
be "neat for the students to actually
give a lecture" to realize what it
takes to keep a class moving for 50
minutes and to consider teaching
as a career.
Brian Szymkoski earned the
right to be addressed as University
President Max Lennon for the day.
Szymkoski chose to be Lennon
because he wanted to "see what all
the facets of the University were
like and meet the most important
people at all levels."
Szymkoski started his day at
8:30 by meeting with M.B. Wise,
vice president and vice provost of
agriculture and natural resources.
Wise had just received an $800,000
grant for a new program but had no
space to house the project. "Mr.
Lennon" suggested that each of the
four department heads could be
given $25,000 to renovate equipment in return for 10% of their
space.
Next, Szymkoski met with
David Larson, vice president for
business and finance, to discuss the
housing problems. The meeting
concluded that the cost to renovate
Johnstone would be comparable to
tearing down these sections and
starting fresh on East Campus.
Szymkoski then met with Miss
Marion Everett, administrative
assistant to Nick Lomax, for a brief-

ing on the alcohol policy.
Szymkoski was urged to discuss
the problem with Almeda Jacks,
assistant vice president for student
affairs and dean of students.
Szymkoski was not aware that
another student would be filling in
for Miss Jacks in lieu of Switch
Day.

ENGINEERING GRADS:
START YOUR CAREER AT
THE TOP.

The two students discussed the
possibility of a dry campus. "Ms.
Jacks" asserted that the University
must make a stand, but "Mr. Lennon" believed drinking and driving would occur and felt more stringent alcohol carding, such as verifying age on University computers
at fraternities, would be adequate.
As Lennon, Szymkoski met with
eight persons from various departments in the University. He was
presented with real-life dilemmas
and was referred to as President
Lennon.
"I had never really thought
about what Max Lennon does,"
said Szymkoski. Asked if he would
like to have Lennon's job,
Szymkoski replied, "Definitely!
It's not as overwhelming as I
thought.
A lot of the legwork had already
been done and plans just needed
the final approval." Szymkoski
believes that a president needs to
be very experienced and knowledgeable to deal with all of the
aspects of the University.
Overall, Szymkoski thinks,
"everyone had a great time. Although," he added," my one disappointment of the whole day was
that I didn't get to open Max's
paycheck."

i

Train to be a nuclear engineer in the industry's
most compredensive program. Work with the
highest qualified personnel. State-of-the-art
technology. One year paid graduate level
training. Additional training graduate school
opportunities. Salary and benefits competitive
with civilian work force. Up to $44,000 after 5
years. Minimum qualifications. BS or MS with
calculus/physics backgraoud. Be 26 years. Call
Navy Management Programs. For more
information call: 1-800-922-2135 in SC or 1800-845-5620 in GA, M-F, 8:00 AM -4:00 PM
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Cancun, Mexico
"SPRING BREAK"
FEBRUARY 23-APRIL 21, 1990
FROM $229
OVER 12, OOO STUDENTS TRAVELED IN 1989
Caribbean Party Week include:
• Roundtrip airfrom Chicago, Detroit, Columbus,or Atlanta and other major cities available
• Roundtrip airport transfers to hotel
• 7 nights hotel accommodations
• One hour rum (Naussau) or Tequila (Cancun) party.
• Three hour cruise with unlimited rum punch and on board entertainment
(Naussau/Paradise Island)
• Three beach parties (one with free lunch) music and activities (Nausau)
• Exclusive free admission to The Palace, Waterloo and
Drumbeat (Nausaau)
• All hotel taxes, energy surcharge, and maid gratuities
• College week program by the Bahamas Tourist Office
• On location professional tour escort.
^
\

The Sisters of Kappa Delta wish to Congratulate
Their New Initiates
Serena Brown
Anna Carter
Cheryl Farah
Paula Fusonie
Paula Fooshe
Kelli Friddle
Rebecca Garren
Tanya Gunter
Mary Beth Harcarufca
Monica Hanna
Leigh Harvey
Lisa Haskill
Catherine Haskill
Susan Hegler

Jill Howell
Cori Jones

Sue Kretzschmar
Leslie Lempicke
Christy Martin
Cindy Mason

Jen McGee
Ruth Meidlinger
Karen Mitchell
Tina Odem
Susan Odon
Lisa Owen
Kimberly Poole
Alyson Price
Beth Prospero
Kristi Sherbert
Elena Simpson
Sabrina Smith
Tanya Stal lings
Melissa Steiner
Beth Stuck
Kristen Valentine
Caroline Wall
Allie Werner
Cathi Wiggins

For more information contact:
AMERICAN TRAVEL AT
800-344-8360 or (203) 967-3330
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Si$K ctfr now!

NAVY NURSE
FAR AND AWAY ONE OF
BEST JOBS AROUND.
You can really go far as a Navy nurse. Naples,
Bermuda and Hawaii are just a few of the locations
you could be assigned after your first tour of duty.
And as a Navy nurse, you're also a Navy officer.
You'll work in a professional environment with
excellent opportunities for career advancement.
Earn a top salary with comprehensive benefits.
Plus you can keep up with the latest in medical
advancements with free inservice training and
qualify for further education. Call: 1-800-922-2135
in South Carolina or 1-800 845-5620 in Georgia
M-F, 8:00 AJVM:30PM.

NAVY NURSE
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB,
IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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Bookstore buyback prices drop
by Amy George
staff writer
Spring semester 1989: The
Clemson University Bookstore
pays 50% of the new price plus
$.25 for used textbooks.
Fall semester 1989: Students feel
they receive less money for used
books than they did in spring.
According to University Bookstore Textbook Manager Randy
Blank, this decrease in the buy
back rate is due to the Bookstore's
using a wholesale company rather
than buying back all of the books
itself.

"In the spring, we did pay 50%,
but we also had to turn some books
away when we bought them ourselves," Blank said. "We could only
buy books that were needed here at
Clemson, and we couldn't take in
any more than we needed," he
added.
B lank explained that Southeastern Wholesalers, the company that
handled the resale this semester,
takes books that are no longer
needed on this campus. Students
may get less money for their books,
but few are turned away emptyhanded.
If a book will be used at the

University the following semester, the Bookstore still buys it at
50% of the new cost. Once the
Clemson quota is filled, however,
the wholesale company takes as
many books as it can.
Therefore, according to Blank,
there is no way to determine exactly how much cash students will
receive for used books at the end of
this semester. Rates will depend
on which books professors requisition for Fall 1990, on the number
of those books that the University
Bookstore can buy, and on which
books the wholesale company has
on its buyback list.

FAMILY HAIRSTYLING
Downtown Clemson
654-6555

2-Bedroom, 172-Bath
Within Walking distance
of Campus.
Swimming Pool

Performing arts center plan selected
Rim Cox
Staff writer
Construction of the performing
arts center could begin in November or December of this year, said
Mark Wright, University master
planner.
The University announced on
Monday that the architectural firm
of Serf Jackson had won the design
competiton, beating out nearly 280
other firms.

"Right now we are very close to
finishing the building's schematic
design. If everything goes as
planned, the construction documents should be done by October,
allowing construction to begin
before the end of 1990," Wright
said.
The project's estimated cost is
$10 million; $7 million from student fees and $3 million in private
donations, Wright stated.
The $3 million has yet to be

raised.
The center has yet to be named,
but will be include a private donor's name and the title "Student
Performance Center."
The center will stand to the west
of Lehotsky Hall and just to the
southeast of the Strom Thurmond
Institute. The plan is for the new
sidewalk area in front of Strom to
be extended around the left (east)
side of the Institute, forming the
foreground for the arts center and
unifying this part of the campus.

Write news for The Tiger.
Call 4006.
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NUCLEAR PROPULSION OFFICERS
The Navy needs qualified people to serve as Nuclear
Reactor Operators/Managers. Minimum Baccalaureate
degree in engineerng, math, physics or hard science
with GPAof 3.0 or above. Highly qualified applicants in
pursuit of degree will be considered with scholarships
available. One year of postgraduate training guaranteed,
competitive salaries and excellent benefits and bonuses.
Commission to Ensign, USNR upon acceptance and
completion of initital training. Send Resume to:
Commanding Officer
P.O. Box 2711
Columbia, SC 29202-2711
ATTN: Leads
Or call: 1-800-922-2135 in SC or 1-800-845-5620 in
GA, M-F, 8:00 AM^:30 PM.
ID
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¥Hh Macintosh
you can even do this:
Macintoslfcomputers have always been easy to use. But they've never
been thus easy to own Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple* Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a tot more money
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The Macintosh Sale
Nowthiou^iJanuary31
Call The Micro Center
at 656-3714
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University A.P. program ranks 18th

Emergency lights fail
By Richard Willis
Staff Writer
On Monday, Jan. 14, the power
on the west side of campus was out
from approximately 6 p.m. to 8
a.m. the next morning. Johnstone
residents found the halls and stairwells to be pitch black. According
to Patty Galmiche, the director of
residential facilities, the only buildings on campus that she knows of
having emergency lights are Cooper Library and Section A of
Johnstone. This, states Galmiche,
is a situation she was unaware of
until 15 months ago.
Galmiche further stated that,
although she authorized the installation of battery-powered lights in
Section A, she discovered that
battery-powered lights are only
good for four hours, and if the power
is not restored by that time, "you'd
better have 2,000 batteries ready!"
To be effective, an emergency
generator and light system would

January
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have to be installed. Since such a
setup was not required at the time
of Johnstone's construction by
Southern Building Codes, it was
not included , and the University
has not seen the need to add
emergency equipment. "We've
never had a major outage that put
that much of the campus in
darkness...in ten years," said
Galmiche.
In response to this power outage, Galmiche said that she has
forwarded a request for an emergency lighting system to be installed, but also added that, "If I
have to make a choice between
[using the available funds for
installing] emergency lights and
[building] sidewalks, I think sidewalks are more important because
they are used every day and not
just once in five or ten years."
In conclusion, Galmiche added
that one of the other request she
has made is that the University
"add flashlights to their list of
recommended things to bring."

by Jean Burke
staff writer
Clemson ranks 18th in the nation in the number of students
requesting Advanced Placement
credit, says Michael Heintze, director of admissions.
Clemson was listed in the College Board's list of the top two
hundred schools for receiving
Advanced Placement test scores.
This ranking is determined by the
number of freshmen who submit
Advanced Placement scores.
Advanced Placement is a program which allows students in high
school to get college credit through
course work done at their high
schools. These courses are taught
by specially trained teachers. At
the end of the school year, students
take a standardized test.
The score on that test determines whether or not a student gets
college credit. A score of one to
five is possible. Clemson awards

™«j;.f»o
or.r,*r.f
credit for a score
of thrppnrhetter.
three or better.
"There is no limit to the number
of exams that a student can take,"
said Heintze.
"It depends upon the number
of advanced placement courses
offered at the high school and the
individual student's drive."
Forty-five percent of the freshman class reported Advanced
Placement scores, helping to
achieve the 18th place ranking.
Eighty percent of those reporting
received credit. Clemson also ranks
30th in the number of exams taken,
said Heintze.
The University also ranked sixth
in the South and seventh in the
South including Texas.
In the South, Clemson trailed
Virginia Polytechnical Institute,
Duke University, the University of
North Carolina, the University of
Texas and Virginia University.
Clemson was trailed by Georgia Tech, Florida Sate University,
and William and Mary.
Clemson recruits students who

have taken Advanced
Placement
Advan
by using a Clemson Credit Card.
This orange credit card has the
students name embossed and lists
all the exams which Clemson gives
credit for, along with the score
needed to receive credit, and the
number of hours received.
Heintze called it an "excellent
marketing technique" which helps
to promote the school and the
Advanced Placement program. A
student can receive up to 14 hours
of credit for some courses.
The tests with the highest percentage of students passing are
English and U. S. History, saidGina
Warren, admissions counselor.
In addition to English and U. S.
History, Clemson also gives credit
for Economics, Government and
Politics, European History, Music
Theory, Art History, Literature,
Studio Drawing and general studies languages which include French,
Spanish, German, Latin Calculus,
Biology, Chemistry, Physics and
Computer Science.

Alcohol
from page one
alcoholic functions would also help
her staff to get ideas from students
on how to sponsor successful parties without alcohol.
5. Organizations will be allowed
to register four parties per semester, but no more than one per month.
6. The entire membership of the
organization should be educated
concerning the University's alcohol policy.
The forum gave students the
opportunity to express their opinions on possible revisions that need
to be made concerning alcohol on
campus.
Bonnie Stevens, the chairperson
of the 12-member committee to
revise the alcohol policy, was asked
why the other 11 members were not
present. She responded with "We
told them they did not have to be
identified, just come and get input."
The crowd booed this statement.
The committee is made up of four
students and eight administrators,
which also displeased the crowd.
A student from Johnstone Asection stated "If it [sensible drinking] is our responsibility, let us take
the responsibility for having parties." On the issue of specific party
nights of the week the same student
remarked "Who are you all [Student Development] to decide what
night it's convenient for us to have
a party?"
The student input was taken into
consideration by the Student Senate when they wrote and passed the
proposal Monday night after the
forum to be given to the committee
to make the final decision on the
alcohol policy on campus.
Stevens pointed out in the middle
of the discusion "As a University
we cannot provide you [the students] with a haven for illegal activity, and for anyone under 21, drinking is illegal."
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Student Senate alcohol policy proposal
Editor's note: This is a condensed version of the policy proposal passed by Student Senate on Monday night.
WHEREAS Student Development has asked for recommendations for policy and procedural changes related to the possession, consumption, serving, and sale of alcohol on campus,
WHEREAS Student Senators have worked diligently to gather input from a vast majority of the student body to formulate these recommendations,
WHEREAS these new guidelines will serve to help change students' attitudes and further educate the student population on the responsible use of alcohol,
BE IT RESOLVED by the Clemson University Student Senate in regular session assembled, the following:
1. PARTY DEFINITION
A) After careful consideration and research into other institutional regulations, we resolve that an on-campus party hosted by an individual(s) should be defined as a gathering of 10 or more people in a
University dorm room, and 25 people or more in a University apartment for social purposes, whether alcohol is present or not.
B) An organization's party should be defined as an organizationally sponsored gathering of any number of members and/or guests of a recognized University organization for purely social purposes
II . EDUCATION
D) Furthermore, 10% of the organizations membership should be required to attend a separate seminar on the responsibilities of serving alcohol to register these members as official servers. These members
and only these members will be allowed to serve alcohol at all parties where it is served to party participants. An organization may use another organization's certified servers to serve at their party if they feel
this would result in more effective enforcement of alcohol rules and regulations.
III PARTY RULES
A) We strongly suggest that Student Development insure that organizations follow their national policies (where applicable) for purchasing and/or providing alcohol by combining all those organizations
that are similar under a universal organizational policy that can be incorporated into the University's alcohol policy. Organizations would be required to comply with this universal organizational policy or face
disciplinary action.
B) We feel it would be beneficial to both organizations and Student Development if organizations were required to register all organizational social parties regardless of the presence or lack of alcohol at
the event.
C) Furthermore, we feel that for every 2 registered on-campus parties where alcohol is present, an organization should be required to register one non-alcoholic party. This requirement would help take away
the emphasis on alcohol at social functions.
D) Two responsible officers of the sponsoring organization should be required to be present at all functions where alcohol is present.
E) After careful consideration, we feel that kegged beer should continue to be allowed at registered on-campus functions since it can be easily monitored due to the sole source nature of the keg. This is also
the most economical way for organizations and individuals sponsoring parties to purchase alcohol.
I V ENFORCEMENT
A) There should be a pool of educated security personnel available to organizations for the observation and monitoring of on-campus parties to help enforce all alcohol policies and regulations.
B) We accept the concept of Student Development frequenting on-campus parties for the purpose of spot-checking host compliance with party guidelines and alcohol policies and regulations.
C) We also suggest that Student Development require and supply arm/wrist bands for all registered on-campus parties, to assist in the enforcement of consumption only by legally eligible party participants.
D) Individuals and/or organizations not complying with these regulations will be subject to disciplinary action through the student judicial system and/or administrative disciplinary proceedings.
E) Any individual convicted of DUI on University property shall have their University parking privileges indefinitely revoked.
V PARTY AREAS
A) In regard to parties involving alcohol in certain academic areas, final approval should be referred to the respective dean for that facility.
B) We feel that the registering of parties in residential areas should be strictly enforced in compliance with University safety and fire occupancy codes and regulations. These should be properly posted at
all areas to insure safety.
C) We strongly suggest that Student Development work with other administrative areas to establish suitable areas for students to register alcohol parties at reasonable rates with the following areas as
suggestions:
Calhoun Commons, Palmetto Ballroom, Edgars, Courtyard, The Gutter (YMCA), Amphitheater, Tiger Tavern (C.H.), Clemson House Function Rooms, Outdoor Lab, Fike Function Rooms, Y-Barn, YBeach, Holtzendorff (Lobby, Theater), East Bank Beach, Calhoun Mansion, Tiger Den, Schiletter (weekends), Lever Basement, Fraternity Quad, Stadium Press Box, Alumni Center, Block'C Room
D) We also encourage Student Development to look into the purchasing of large canopies and additional "snow fence" so students can register more outdoor parties in places like Jervey Meadows, intramural
fields, and behind Calhoun Courts, or anywhere else outdoors that's suitable.
E) We also feel it would be more beneficial to students if Student Development gave widespread publicity for the availability of areas for the registering of parties.
V I SAFETY
A) Furthermore, we feel that for these rules to be effective and safe for students, there needs to be adequate transportation provided by the University for individuals in the inter-campus perimeter.
B) Shuttle bus services should be more accessible for organizations to rent at a reasonable price to provide safe transportation for party participants. Currently, the Public Safety Department does not allow
the use of their shuttles for this purpose.
C) To further encourage safety and a more positive attitude toward responsible drinking Student Government has agreed to look into providing some means to reward those students who designate themselves
as non-drinking drivers for a night out to drink nonalcoholic beverages all night at no charge. They hope to do this through the issuing of a punch card and working in cooperation with community drinking
establishments.
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International
Briefs
MOSCOW FACES CRITICISM:
Soviet troops fought sporadically this
week with Azerbaijani rebels as the
government's military move brought
criticism from other ethnic republics. The
radical Armenian National Movement
called the use of troops against Baku, the
Azerbaijani capital, a violation of sovereignty of Azerbaijan. Estonia's prime
minister criticized the Kremlin's handling of the fighting.
U.S. MAKES MAJOR GOOF:
The government's propaganda war
against former Panamanian leader Manuel Noriega has left U.S. officials in hot
water. In an embarrassing about-face,
Pentagon officials Tuesday said military
officials erred in claiming that 50 pounds
of a powdery substance found at a house
frequented by Noriega was cocaine.
Officials say the substance may have
been used for voodoo rituals.
MANDELA'S
FREEDOM
IS
CLOSER:
The South African Cabinet meets
Wednesday to discuss the release of black
leader Nelson Mandela - who will definitely be freed, the government said.
Mandela may be asked to mediate between the government and the outlawed
African National Congress. Mandela,
imprisoned more than 25 years, is serving a life term for planning anti-government sabotage. He could be freed by midFebruary.
NO MORE 'TENNIS' IN PRISON:
Israeli police have put a stop to the
"Wimbledon game" - named after the
tennis tournament and played by Arab
prisoners - in which tennis balls packed
with heroin were lobbed into the Abu
Kabir prison yard.

East Germany's new government
experiencing problems
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network.
EAST BERLIN — East Germany's
emerging democracy is having severe labor
pains, and the ruling Communist Party is
turning out to be a reluctant midwife.
The problems are so difficult that there's
already talk East Germany's peaceful revolution may turn violent unless the governing
communists show some flexibility.
Most East Germans just don't trust the
government, no matter how many promises
for change are made by reform-minded leaders like Prime Minister Hans Modrow and
party leader Gregor Gysi.
One major problem: the government's
foot-dragging on disbanding the much-hated
Stasi secret police as promised.
Modrow has ordered the Stasi dismantled,
but strong doubts remain about the pace of
reform. To counteract distrust Modrow
Monday said he'll open his Cabinet to the
pro-democracy opposition, until now banned
from the working government.
But activists took to the streets immediately in at least eight cities, including 100,000
Leipzig protesters.
"Nobody really trusts the SED (Communist Party). And who can blame us after all
they have done all these years?" said Andre
Kretschmer, an East Berlin carpenter.
Socialist Unity Party, or SED, was the
name of East Germany's Communist Party
until this week. In another effort to bolster
its popularity, it changed its name to the
Party of Democratic Socialism.
As the country prepares for its May 6

parliamentary elections, the mood is one of
uncertainty mixed with fear.
No one knows whether voting will really
be free. The fear comes from worries if the
communists retain power.
"Many people are just watching and waiting for the elections, and if it is more of the
same, we'll all leave," said Peter Koppitz, a
bus dispatcher in the Friederichstrasse
Friedrichstrassecq sector of East Berlin.
"What would be there left to do for us here?"
Added construction worker Dieter
Hoffmann, "I expected the SED to give up
power. But ifthey win May 6, millions of us
will get out of here."
But for a country founded as an antidote
to Fascism — and no democratic history —
there's plenty of caution about East
Germany's future. .
As restaurant manager Eckard Haasler
put it: "We don't go from one extreme to the
other," trading the extreme left for the extreme right. "I hope that won't happen."
Listening to these and other East Germans it's clear the communists have boxed
themselves into a no-win situation.
Many seem convinced democracy won't
take hold if the communists hold power.
People seem convinced there can be no
democracy in East Germany as long as the
communists continue to hold power.
"If they win the elections — and even if
they win honestly and fairly — people will
claim it was fixed and there will be lots of
problems," said Kretschmer. "So maybe it
is time for them to go and let one of the opposition groups win."

The opposition is divided,disorganized
and without campaign experience.
The communist-run government also
controls everything — TV, radio, newspapers, advertising, printing plants and publishing firms.
So far, it has largely denied access to
opposition groups trying to make
themselves better known. Even the
amount of paper made available to opposition groups for flyersfliers is allotted by the
communists.
"We are still waiting for the government
to give us the help they promised" in the
form of offices, telephone lines and other
support, said Eberhard Neubert of the opposition Democratic Awakening. "Just compare our five-room office in East Berlin to
the thousands of offices the party has."
"What do one or two telephone lines
mean compared to the mass communications structure in the hands of the SED?"
West Germany has stepped in to help
with political expertise and money, but the
opposition lags badly.
"Frankly, I am not too sure yet who to
vote for. We are only used to the SED," said
Regina Gertler, a dentist from East Berlin.
The problems of the best- knowknown
opposition group, New Forum, speak volumes.
"I liked New Forum and what it stood for
when they started," said Kretschmer. "They
had some good ideas." But now that reform
is under way, "New Forum seems to have
run out of issues."

National
Briefs
SECURITY CONFLICT BREWS:
Congressional Democrats applauded
a proposed Social Security tax cut this
week as Republicans tried to head it off.
Democrats lauded a plan by Sen.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y.,
to roll back two Social Security tax
hikes as a break for workers and to
reveal the true size of the deficit. Republicans said the plan would risk future retirees' benefits and raise the deficit by $55 billion.
JACKSON MAY NOT RUN FOR
MAYOR:
Jesse Jackson has apparently turned
away from a Washington, D.C., mayoral bid, saying it would cost him "leverage" to run. But Jackson added that
public servants "never say never." A
draft-Jackson movement has begun in
the wake of the filing of drug charges
against District Mayor Marion Barry
last week.
SHEEN ARRESTED IN D.C. PROTEST:
Actor Martin Sheen and 36 others
were arrested Tuesday on Congress'
opening day of 1990 for refusing to stop
a Capitol Rotunda protest against U.S.
military aid to El Salvador. They were
charged with demonstrating inside the
Capitol and unlawful entry, which carry
maximum penalties of six months in
prison and a $500 fine.
FBI SEEKS BOMBING CLUES:
The FBI scoured an Enterprise, Ala.,
warehouse early this week and pumped
sewage from the owner's home septic
tank, looking for clues in the bombing
deaths of a federal judge and a civil
rights lawyer. But nocharges were filedagainst the subject of the probe, junk
dealer and former preacher Wayne
O'Ferrell, 56, of nearby New Brockton.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

Barry accuses racism in cocaine arrest
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network.
WASHINGTON — Mayor Marion
Barry's cocaine arrest reopens a longstanding
debate: Does the government systematically
harass black politicians?
While few rush to Barry's defense, many
see similarities to investigations of dozens of
black politicians — many of whom eventually emerged exonerated.
"I don't think there's any question that
there's racism involved in this," says N AACP
executive director Benjamin Hooks. "They've
been after the man for six or seven years.
They haven't done this to people stealing
billions of dollars from the S&Ls."
But, warned former New York congresswoman Shirley Chisholm, "We cannot just
scream and shout racism to everything that
arises if the facts in the situation belies this."
Charges that her unsuccessful 1972 presidential bid violated federal campaign finance
laws later were dropped.
Although Attorney General Richard
Thornburgh denied racism played a role in
Barry's case, the NAACP says it began suspecting a pattern of harassment in the 1970s.
In 1979, FBI Director William Webster
said 40 percent of black politicians were
under investigation, according to A. Jay
Cooper, then president of the National Conference of Black Mayors. Webster could not
be reached for comment.
A 1977 study by the National Association
of Human Rights Workers found more than
half the 16 members of the Congressional
Black Caucus, three of four black state executives and at least 20 black mayors were
targets of government harassment.
Since then, the Joint Center for Political
Studies, which studies politicalissues and
blacks, documented 38 additional cases of
what it considered unwarranted scrutiny.
Those included the FBI investigation of Birmingham, Ala., Mayor Richard Arrington,
the subject of at least four FBI stings from

1972 to 1989. He has not been charged.
Indeed, some black leaders are reluctant
to blame their problems on race.
They note that all politicians, regardless
of race, now face closer scrutiny.
"Beginning with Watergate, we saw a
significantly higher standard applied to all
aspects of the lives of politicians," says
Eleanor Holmes Norton, a professor at Georgetown University. Barry's arrest, she says,
is "a warning to politicians of every race
about the kinds of activities that bring special
scrutiny."
Said Chisholm: "When I heard about what
happened (to Barry), the first thing that came
to my mind was 'Here was another role
model for our young people going down the
drain.' "
While Barry receives scant sympathy,
supporters are disturbed by the way the FBI
maneuvered his arrest and also worry about
the severity of any sentence.
The Rev. Ernest Gibson told an applauding congregation Sunday that Barry should
receive probation and community service —
"Ifthey can do it for Oliver North, they can do
it for Mayor Barry."
The subject of a sting operation that involved a close female friend, Barry went to
her hotel room unaware that the FBI was
videotaping. He now is accused of possessing crack cocaine.
"There's no question Marion Barry was
caught red-handed," says Norman Ornstein,
an analyst with the conservative American
Enterprise Institute. While the sting appears
to have been conducted in scrupulous fashion, Ornstein is bothered by such operations.
"There's too many opportunities for abuse
if it becomes a major form of prosecution,"
he said.
Some blacks believe that abuse already
has begun, contending white officials are
upset over the increasing number of elected
blacks. Since the 1965 Voting Rights Act, the
number of elected blacks has risen from 280

to more than 6,400.
Evidence of harassment is strongest in the
South, where two people who agreed to work
undercover with the FBI swore in two separate cases they had heard agents making
racist remarks.
Robert Moussallem, an Alabama real
estate developer, said in an affidavit that FBI
and IRS agents told him they were convinced
he could help set up Arrington. "They, the
blacks, all are a bunch of dopeheads," he
quoted them.
Last summer, the Justice Department
began investigating Arrington's claim.
Twenty black politicians were indicted by
the U.S. Attorney's office in Alabama during the 1980s, but only three convicted, says
Arrington's attorney, Donald Watkins.
Hirsh Friedman, an FBI undercover agent
in Georgia from 1979 to 1982, said in an
affidavit three years ago agents pursued a
policy called "Fruhmenschen" — "early
man" in German. It involved, he says, the
routine investigation of black officials without probable cause.
"The basis for this policy was the assumption by the FBI that black officials were intellectually and socially incapable of governing
major governmental organizations," Friedman said, charging more than a dozen indictable cases against white officials were
dropped so the office could pursue blacks.
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Student leaves Paris for South
by John Mack
interim features editor
Clemson, South Carolina isn't
exactly plastered all over the world' s
tourist agencies, yet French exchange student Aurore-Claire Salis
managed to end up here, and with
the exception of some of ARA's
finest cuisine, has enjoyed her stay
as of yet. The ninth floor of Manning is a far cry from the suburbs of
Paris; however, for Aurore, the
chance to live in America (especially in the South) is the opportunity of a lifetime. A 23-year-old
French citizen is not your usual
avid Tiger fan, yet Aurore claims to
love where she is, saying, "C'est
(It's) supercool!"
Arriving in Greenville in August, the first thing Aurore noticed
was the heat. The size of the city
wasn't much of a problem, just the
heat and those oh-so-difficult-tounderstand southern accents. Aurore had studied English for seven
years (including two years of scientific English which was required

for the electrical engineering classes
she is taking here at Clemson) but
the southern accent proved to be
some trouble, as she said that when
she was first here at Clemson, University employees and students alike
would try and give her directions or
instructions, completely losing her
in the process. "Tout le monde
parlait trop vite (everyone spoke to
fast),"says Aurore. Once she politely asked them to repeat with less
speed, she usually got by.
The telephone, claims Aurore,
was also a trying experience, for the
person on the other end would blurt
out their message, and Aurore would
be left hanging. It seems that without having the other person present
to gesticulate and show facial expressions, the phone call would turn
out to be like a very realistic language cassette. Fortunately, after
some time Aurore got over her linguistic barrier. The southern accents are normal to hear now (I've
even heard her say "Hey!" to someone she knew who was passing),
and the telephone is now her friend.

Rock in Clemson Forest
marks historical 1785
Indian Treaty
by Blair Stokes
staff writer
Deep within the Clemson Forest, near Lake Hartwell, there is a
rock. There it sits, silent, cold, and
unmoving, as any rock does. But
this rock has a story to tell—the
story of Treaty Oak.
In the late 1700's, white settlers
began moving into the foothills of
the Blue Ridge Mountains. Relations were strained as the settlers
began claiming the lands of the native Cherokee Indians, forcing them
to move higher and higher into the
mountains. Eventually, with no
other alternative but retaliation, they
began to launch attacks upon the
settlers. With both sides determined
to lay claim to the land, it soon became apparent that a compromise
was needed.
In 1785, George Washington appointed General Andrew Pickens, a
man notorious for his understanding of the Indians, to a five-member
committee with the task of agreeing
upon a definite Indian boundary.
Over 900 Indians and many
white delegates camped for over a
week on the grounds of Pickens'
home, Hopewell. Situated near the
banks of the Seneca River,

Hopewell was on land that had once
belonged to the Cherokee nation.
However, relations were amicable,
and the boundaries and rights of
each party were finally agreed upon.
Here, the first woman in the
country everknownto make a public
address, Nancy Ward, spoke to the
commissioners of her overwhelming approval of the peaceful agreements that had been reached. Ward,
a Cherokee known as the "War
Woman," made traditional peace
offerings in hopes that the "chain of
friendship" would never be broken.
Under the limbs of a large redoak tree on November 28,1785, the
Treaty of Hopewell was signed.
Although the tree withstood generations of storms and weathering,
it eventually fell in the beginning of
the present cenjury. Members of
Clemson's chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution
placed a large boulder marking the
site in the early 1900's, where it still
sits today, overlooking Lake
Hartwell.
For more information about
Treaty Oak, please contact the
Department of Forestry at 261
Lehotsky Hall, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina,
29631.(803-656-3302).

American Students Unprepared
in Math and Science -Clemson
Addressing Issue
by News Services
Through innovative teaching
techniques, math students in S.C
public schools are learning how to
determine percentages of AIDS
cases in Uganda, how fast the
world's population is growing, and
how to calculate saturated fat calories in certain foods. It's all part of
a push by Clemson University's
Center of Excellence in Mathematics and Science Education to integrate problem solving into elementary and secondary math and science education. "We're address-

ing a crisis," says John Luedeman,
director of the center. "American
school children rank at the bottom
in math and science test scores when
compared to students from other
technologically developed countries. In a country that relies more
and more heavily on high-tech
industry, we can't sit back and allow this to continue."
A 1989 report by the National
Academy of Science's research
council warns Americans that their

see Science, page 15

student profile
Why did she choose Clemson
out of every university in the United
States, you ask? She says that she
chose Clemson because the programs offered interested her, because she liked Clemson's location, and because of the climate.
Coming from Europe, Aurore is
used to cold weather, and she opted
for the South as her home away
from home simply for its location
in America and its climate. It seems
that the French know how to choose
their universities, for Aurore
couldn't be having a better year
climate-wise.
As for being homesick, Aurore
is most definitely not, and never has
been. She says that she loves this
campus, as a campus like Clemson' s
is nonexistent in France. There are
no dorms or spread out campuses
with trees and grass, only buildings
for classes. Students live and eat on
their own; those aspects of college

Eric Freshwater/stafl photographer

French foreign exchange student, Aurore Salis.
life as we know them do not exist.
The most striking difference is that
there are no sports in the French
colleges and universities. To come
to Clemson and witness the Tigers
in action must have been a shock
Aurore. "C'est vachementbienca,"
according to Aurore, which means
roughIy,"its the best (the athletic
program)." The Tigers will soon be

international, for Aurore has plans
on importing some choice Clemson
paraphernalia, including some
bumper-stickers which she plans to
slap on her car at home.
When asked if there was any-

see Aurore, page 15

DNA study impacts agriculture
from News Services

$15 billion to $100 billion by the
end of this century.

CLEMSON — When Francis
Crick and James Watson discovered the DNA structure in 1953,
they probably had no idea of its
impact on agriculture. But modern day scientists seem certain of
the dramatic improvements it will
offer food and fiber production in
the 1990s.

Getting the bugs out of biotechnology has taken awhile, says D.C.
Coston, associate director of the
S.C. Agricultural Experiment Station. "But we're now seeing the
products related to biotechnology,"
he says. "The long-term benefits,
some which can be seen in the next
decade, are more than we could
imagine."

Understanding and being able
to manipulate DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) in plants and animals has served as the foundation
for biotechnology—the new technology responsible for the latest
agricultural revolution.
Predicted uses for biotechnology range from disposal of hazardous wastes such as PCBs to
doubling the amount of ethanol
produced from fermenting grain.
The estimated annual market
value of biotechnology in human
health and agriculture ranges from

Biotechnology is at the center of
major program directions in the
1990s for the S.C. Agricultural
Experiment Station. The following
research areas are a sample of the
breakthroughs expected to leap from
the lab to the real world of consumers in a very short time. Genetic
Fingerprinting:
DNA patterns have become more
commonly known as "genetic fingerprints." Scientists can study these
patterns to successfully identify
people involved in crimes based on

their DNA. That same technique is
being used at Clemson to properly
identify and "fingerprint" roses
varieties, Coston says.
Such fingerprinting is a way to
protect the patent on a plant variety and is a way to ensure the
consumer he's actually getting the
plant he's paying for. Gene Mapping:
Mapping genes of plants, animals and insects allows scientists
to identify and better understand
the genes responsible for certain
traits or characteristics. Because
the work is done on a molecular
level, rather than through traditional breeding methods, genetic
mapping is much more rapid.
Without biotechnology techniques, gene mapping would require many more years of research,
says Bert Abbott, a Clemson plant
molecular biologist. For example,

see Biotechnology, page 15

Clemson student
visits Soviet Union
by John Mack
interim features editor

student profile

On the 29th of December, 1989,
48 students and their chaperones
from the American Association of
University Students went to the
Soviet Union as part of an exchange
program with the Soviet Union's
Youth Cultural Organization, in
accordance with the Citizen Exchange Council. Clemson senior
Ed Bell, the vice president for research wfth the AAUS, was one of
the students who made this voyage.

for Bell there was "a feeling that we
were being watched." In Leningrad,
the students and their chaperones
were basically tourists and quickly
found out that bottled water had
less of a kick to it; that the water of
Leningrad wasn't really for drinking (or anything else for that matter) purposes. Bell said that the food
wasn't great either, but found the
people to be friendly as a rule. The
group talked with the staff of the
Leningrad Pravda and found that
their questions were answered as
long as they weren't too complicated. In other words, the group
was basically told how the Pravda
was produced, but political questions were avoided.

Flying Finnair to Helsinki, Finland, the group then switched to
Aeroflot, the official airline of
Russia. According to Bell, "(it's)
horrible and I don't recommend
that anyone use it." Bell said that
the seats went forward during landings, and as a result were hard on
the back and uncomfortable.
Bell went on to say that the food
wasn't horrible, just not very good.
The group's first stop in the
Soviet Union was Leningrad, and

After Leningrad, the group went
to Vilnius State University in
Vilnius, located in the Soviet Republic of Lithuania. According to
Bell, Vilnius was one of the better
cities he visited, for he found the
food to be quite good, the people to

Ed Bell
be friendly, and basically thought
that the overall general atmosphere
was more open and friendly. However, for as friendly and open the
city seemed, the group found "bugs"
in their hotel rooms, and after visiting the Opposition Party's headquarters in Vilnius, Bell said that he
felt as if he was being watched even
more, but didn't rule out the possibility of an overactive imagination.
Moscow and MSU (Moscow
State University) were the last stops

see Soviet, page 15
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IBM
announces
an enhancement
to the PS/2.
A high-speed
loan.
If you're like most students, you're often running on empty when it
comes to ready cash. That's why we've come up with the IBM PS/2®
Loan for Learning. It's easy. It's fast. And it's affordable.
Interest rates are substantially lower than those of most consumer
loans. Just 1.5% above the Prime Rate (as published in The Wall
Street Journal).
Qualified students (or their parents), faculty and staff1" can borrow from $1,500 to
$8,000 for the purchase of an IBM Personal System/2.®*
The one-page application makes it as easy as applying for
a credit card.
Pay for your PS/2 in easy bites. Take five years to repay.
Choose from two payment plans: Standard (fixed) or
Graduated. Under the Graduated plan, you pay as little as
$33.32 a month** for a PS/2 Model 30 286 preloaded
with software.
Here's the smart way to get the money you need, for
the PS/2 you need. Visit your campus outlet for an
application or call the Nellie Mae Loan Hotline at
'•"tmffiiWrTrrrmffllTlllTiTl^
1 (800) 634-9308.

Call THE MICRO CENTER at 656-3714 for Details!
Located in Poole Computer Center
tThe loan offer is available only to qualified students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2's through participating campus outlets.
'Applicants must have a combined minimum annual income of $20,000 to be eligible.
"The monthly payment is based upon 100% financing repaid in 60 monthly installments based on the chart below and includes the
1% guarantee fee. The interest rate is variable, subject to change each month.
Amount
Months
Months
Months
Financed
T12
13J36
3760
APR
$2,322.22
$33.32
$42.90
$76.68
12.37%
®IBM, PS/2 and Personal System/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. © IBM Corp. 1989
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Aurore

Head Hunters

from page 13
thing she didn't like about Clemson,
Aurore quickly responded,
saying,"brown gravy. I am sick of
brown gravy. There is brown gravy
with rice, potatoes, noodles, everything." Other than ARA's famed
brown gravy, Aurore is quite content with Clemson, and for that
matter, America. Over Thanksgiving, she went to New Orleans with
some friends, and over Christmas,
Aurore "did" New York, both of

which she loved.
Aurore is staying in America
only until May, and then she returns
to France to work. She is here only
to take a year off and perfect her
English. Other than that, she is all
finished with her schooling and is
ready to get some sort of job with
which she can use her English.
According to Aurore, "Je vais rentrer, et puis voila." (I'm going to
return, and that's that). When asked

if she was sad at the prospect of
having to return, Aurore replied,
"Well, I've got to." She did, however, stress the fact that she most
definitely plans to return to visit in
the future.
When asked if there was anything she wanted to say to the students of Clemson, Aurore says, "(for
the students) to go anywhere outside the USA for a year or at least
six months."

Bell
from page 13
on the AAUS tour, and Bell's comment concerning Moscow is, "(a)
big, dirty city." He stressed the
fact that Moscow is more grimy
and soiled (probably due to the air
pollution resulting from the heavy
use of coal) than littered. There,
Bell and the group were again basically tourists, seeing Moscow
and attending the Ballet.
While in Moscow, one of the

students was unfortunately "detained" by the police for illegally
trading currencies on the Black
Market. Being "detained" to the
police in Moscow involves a trip to
their police station to be questioned
for several hours. The student was
later released without incident, and
other than this small incident, Bell
says, "(I) did not see as much military as expected."

All things considered. Bell found
the Soviet Union to be beautiful; to
be quite like the rest of Europe and
states, "the architecture was very
impressive." When asked if return
trips were possibly in the future,
Bell replied, "(I'd) go back in a
heartbeat—if someone else paid my
way," but stressed the fact that he
thoroughly enjoyed the trip and had
no qualms whatsoever about returning.

"the National Science Foundation
projects a cumulative shortfall of
more than 400,000 college degrees
in science and engineering by the
year 2006."
Aside from ongoing programs
to improve elementary and secondary students' math and science
skills, what will it take to pull the
nation back up to a competitive
position educationally?
A change in attitudes, says
Kenelly and other educators.
"We've still got to convince the
nation's leaders that math and science education are fundamentally
important to U.S. economics."
While students must take English
and literature courses each year
throughout their high school careers, they can get by with the bare
minimum of math and science.
"Americans tend to think people do
well in math because they're gifted.
Kids in other industrialized countries do well because they're expected to," he says. "We need to
start giving math and science equal
treatment with literature and English."
Parents don't help by passing
along their own "horror" stories of
the math and science classes they
took — stories that balloon in the

minds of the children, prejudicing
them against the subjects.
"Science is hard," says Doris
Helms, Clemson University associate dean for instruction in the
College of Sciences. "No doubt
about it. But it's science that provides the fundamentals for understanding this highly technological
society we live in — everything
from how to build faster computers
to how to cure AIDS."
Helms says that the coming
decade could signal some drastic
changes in science education at
colleges and universities. During
the post-Sputnik era, the rush to
produce scientists spawned thousands of careers for American men.
"As we approach the year 2000,
they'll begin to retire," says Helms.
"And that's the point we'll begin to
feel the pinch for new scientists and
science teachers. We don't have a
next generation to take their place."
Parents can encourage their children, says Kenelly, by engaging
their children in mathematical activities. "Get them to estimate gas
mileage on a long trip, or the tip at
then end of a meal at a restaurant.
Life is full of mathematical moments."

-HNRSTYLISTS—

Perm Special
(with appointment before noon)
Victoria Square
(Near TR's Pizza Pie)

20% Off
Brin

9
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discount
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JUDGE KELLERS STORE
Champion reverse/weave sweats, t-shirts, shorts
Duck Head pants and shorts
Jansport bookbags
Woolrich and Northern Isles stuff
Swiss Army Knives
Much, much more

Downtown Clemson since 1899
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Science
from page 13
"children are at risk „.. Most students leave school without sufficient preparation in mathematics to
cope either with on-the-job demands
for problem-solving or with college requirements for mathematical literacy." It is a crisis that must
be addressed in the coming decade,
says John Kenelly, Alumni Professor of Mathematical Sciences at
Clemson University and interim director of nation's Advanced Placement
program
for
the
Col legeBoard.
Unprepared and underprepared
graduates are "seriously eroding our
economic strength," he says. "The
social cost of dropouts and individuals with inadequate educational
skills is hitting us in the bottom
line."
American Association for the
Advancement of Science President
Walter Massey underscores the concern in an essay in the September
1989 issue of Science magazine.
"The Japanese now control more
than 50 percent of the world's
semiconductor industry and about
90 percent of the world "market in
dynamic random memories, which
some argue are the guts and muscle
of the microchip industry."
On the basis of trend, he says,

V

from page 13

"Biotechnology allows us. to
build genetic bases forthese things,"
says Abbott, who is working with
other Clemson scientists to map the
genes of peach trees, peanuts, and
the tobacco budworm.
"With that database, we can manipulate them through traditional
breeding methods or through molecular genetics. That in turn will
enable us to incorporate insect or
disease resistance and fruit quality." Food Safety:
Using molecular techniques,
coupled with food packaging and
processing innovations, scientists
can improve the microbial safety of
foods through the use of biotechnology. Work at Clemson aims to
characterize molecular factors that
cause illness or allow microbes to
invade foods and drinks. Such information will help scientists un-

May Graduates
Order your Graduation Announcements and Accessories
January 29-February 9
Clemson University Bookstore
Payment in full required
MM
Tell the world you made it;
*M HERFF JONES
send graduation announcements

i^;4vU Unlimited

Biotechnology
scientists spent more than 100 years
mapping 50 or 60 genetic characteristics in rice, while today's technology allows them to put 250 different genetic markers on rice in
one year.

With Herff Jones
Graduation
Announcements.

derstand how dangerous microorganisms spread. Stress Indicators:
A chemical compound, known
as AP4A, has potential for great
payoffs in both the plant and animal
industries, and is being researched
by Clemson scientists. The compound, which has been identified in
livestock, poultry, fish and plants,
rises during stress. Understanding
more about this compound could
lead livestock producers as well as
row crop farmers to know more
about the stress affecting theirplants
and animals and help improve
management. The Health of Farm
Animals:
Clemson scientists want to improve the immune systems of newborn farm animals to make them
better equipped to fight disease.
Bruce Glick, head of Clemson's
poultry science department and
leader of this area of biotechnology
research adds that the benefits from
this work could be immeasurable to
the industry.
"Morbidity is the biggest prob-

lem facing the livestock and poultry idustries," he says. "Reducing it
by even a fraction of a percent could
translate to millions of dollars."

:V^-7S

The success of this research will
be immeasurable, he believes. "If
used properly, biotechnology poses
no detrimental effects to the human
population or to an animal's wellbeing, but simply makes food and
fiber production rapid, efficient and
economical for consumers."

I

Full Service

According to 1986 industry
prices, using chickens as an example, if the animal biotechnology
research improves livability by one
percent, the monetary gain to the
poultry industry could increase $20
million. With current industry
prices, that monetary gain could be
considerably higher, Glick said.
"With biotechnology techniques, we can answer questions
much more rapidly," he continued.
"Answers to these questions would
not be possible without biotechnology-"

*
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Walk ins Welcome
654-1902

Semester Savings Coupon
1st visit
10% off
2nd visit
15% off
3rd visit
20% off
Ample parking
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University research scopes 1990s
Next decade
critical for
drought
preperation
by News Services
CLEMSON — Water. Who
thinks about it? Just turn on the tap.
It's there — to drink, to water your
lawn, to wash your car or to wash
your dog. We stop taking it for
granted only when a water main
breaks and we can't shower or flush
that toilet, or when crops wither in
the field.
If Jim Hite could have one wish
for the next decade, it would be to
raise the water consciousness level
in South Carolina and everywhere
else, because the next 10 years will
be the key in deciding whether this
state will be ready for the next big
drought.
Hite is a Clemson University
professor of agricultural economics. He has just completed coordinating a four-year study for the S.C.
Water Resources Commission at
the University's Strom Thurmond
Institute.
"We have been having serious
droughts about every 30 years, and
the next big one is due to roll around
between 2010 and 2020," he says.
To get ready, the state needs a
drought management plan, laws
with enough teeth to enforce conservation measures, a way to move
water from where it is available to
where it is needed and more reservoirs in which to store water. And
they need to get ready now.
Management of water in the

upper Savannah River basin illustrates how complex developing a
statewide water management plan will
be, Hite points out.
Hite says the Corps of Engineers,
the major actor on the Savannah, must
maintain a flow of 3,600 cubic feet
per second out of the Thurmond Dam
just to meet basic needs in the river
below the dam, including prevention
of salt water intrusion at Savannah.
"If you are going to maintain that
flow in periods of dry weather, you
will have adverse effects on recreational uses and property values. You
also have to curtail hydropower generation. That creates problems for the
Southeastern Power Administration,
which sells power to rural electric coops and cities," says Hite.
"Those reservoirs on the Savannah were built on the premise that
about 90 percent of the cost was going
to be recovered by producing power
over a 50-year period.
"If you don't have that power to
sell, and you have to go out and buy it,
then you delay significantly paying
off that debt and add to the federal
debt," he says.
Many small water systems in South
Carolina are going to be under the
gun during the next decade as lines
and equipment inevitably decay, and
many of the operators find they have
not set aside enough funds to modernize or meet EPA regulations.
"We have enough water treatment
capacity in place for the next 30 to 40
years if we can build a consolidated,
efficient system. If we stay with the
present structure, water bills to consumers in some systems could approach $100 by the end of the 1990s.
A consolidated system could provide
water for $15 to $20 a month," he
says.

He thinks about 50 water systems would be sufficient if the right
ones were interconnected. While
the state has no policy on consolidation, Hite says legislation will
probably be introduced in the
General Assembly next year to
require counties to develop water
use plans.
South Carolina has more of a
problem with the infrastructure
than with water supply. Hite says
that in a normal year enough fresh
water enters the Atlantic from the
state's streams to provide water for
300 million people.
"We need to catch and store
more of that water," he says. "That
means building reservoirs — either a few big ones or a lot of smal 1
ones."
"We ought to be considering
that kind of option ourselves. We
could use such reservoirs for both
water storage and fish culture with
the clear understanding that, come
drought, the fish would have to be
sacrificed," he says.
The Strom Thurmond Institute
study for the S.C. Water Resources
Commission, proposed that the
state look for ways to provide tax
incentives for the private sector to
build storage.
"For example, if a private landowner has built a private reservoir
of three or four hundred acres, we
could exempt that land from property tax under the condition that he
agree to release water during times
of drought upon direction of the
Water Resource Commission,"
says Hite.
"There is reluctance to spend
money for a contingency which
might not occur, but if we wait
until we are sure we need to spend
it, it's probably going to be too late
to make much difference," he says.

Thurmond
Institute helps
prepare nation
for energy crisis
by News Services
CLEMSON—It' s an accepted
fact among energy officials that
the 1990s will bring some kind of
energy crisis — another oil embargo; a major blackout, probably in the Northeast; or another
hurricane like Hugo, which
knocked out electric power service for nearly a million people in
South Carolina and North Carolina.
Preparing for such a crisis will
be a greater focus of both federal
and state governments during the
next decade, and Clemson
University' s Strom Thurmond Institute is lending its resources to
the effort. For the past two years,
the Institute has been working
with the energy industry, the U.S.
Department of Energy's Office
of Energy Emergencies and state
energy officers to develop guidelines for energy emergencies.
"We became involved in a
roundabout way through a conference we held on terrorism,"
said Institute Director Horace
Fleming. "The program included
discussion of how the United
States would respond to terrorism
directed at energy supplies, such
as nuclear facilities. The Department of Energy then asked us to
develop regional seminars for
state and federal energy officials
to examine their plans for emergencies and test their prepared-

ness. From the seminars we have
gained a new and concentrated
focus on energy emergency preparedness needs and have built a
national network of experts on
this subject."
The guidelines will be published this fall. Included in the
report is an assessment of the
planning activities and programs
of individual states; a discussion
of policies for using the strategic
petroleum reserve, an "insurance
policy" stockpile of petroleum to
lessen U.S. susceptibility to oil
embargoes by foreign nations or
any other threat to petroleum imports; and elements of state contingency plans for dealing with
emergency situations.
Next summer the regional
seminars will feature energy
emergency simulations that will
test the effectiveness of the plans.
But before that, Fleming and others from the Institute will use a
real-life energy emergency to
gather even more data on preparedness. A team of researchers is
visiting areas hit by Hurricane
Hugo — Charleston, S.C, Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands — to
examine the steps taken by various organizations to prepare for
energy disruptions and, in the aftermath of Hugo, to review the
responses and efforts to mitigate
its effects on the energy infrastructure.
"The 1990s will bring increasing population and therefore increasing demands on energy
sources and systems," he'added.
"We have to be ready for the
unexpected. Once it's here, it's
too late. We learned that in the
gasoline lines in 1974. Energy is
too critical a resource to be left to
chance."

Brand New
Student Housing
Units available for March and August of 1990

Call Burton Properties
at either

654-2412
or

653-7717
After Hours/weekends, call: 654-3444
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Entertainment
Prize-winning drama to be presented at Clemson

Racial tension
A Soldier's Play"

If

from press release

On Feb. 1, at 8:00 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium, Daedalus
Productions of New York will
present a new staging of Charles
Fuller's Pulitzer Prize-winning
black drama A Soldier's Play.
A major hit of the 1981 -82
New York Theatre Season, A
Soldier's Play won the Outer
Circle Critics Award for Best
American Play. In addition, this
triumphant stage work was
adapted into the hit Hollywood
film A Soldier's Story, starring
Howard Rollins and Martin
Balsam and directed by Norman
Jewison.
A Soldier's Play blends
strong elements of murder
mystery and courtroom drama
into a riveting entertainment. The
time is 1944: America in the
midst of World War II. The scene
is Fort Neal, an army post located
deep in rural Louisiana. Late one
hot summer night, a black man
named Waters, sergeant of a
negro platoon, stumbles up a
country road near the base.
Reeling drunk, he curses his past
and present, shouting "They still

hate you, hate you!" Another
figure, seen only in silhouette,
steps suddenly from the shadows.
Two shots ring out and Waters
falls dead.
The Defense Department
orders an immediate investigation
of the murder. Surprisingly, the
inquiry is headed by a black
officer, Army Lawyer Richard
Davenport. Arriving at Fort Neal,
he walks into a hotbed of racial
tensions - both in the town (a
center for the Klu Klux Klan) and
on the base itself. For rumor has it
that Waters was killed by a white
man, possibly a southern officer
or local resident. But as Davenport interviews the soldiers who
served under Waters, they reveal
a supreme -perhaps murderous hatred for their sergeant. As each
non-com. tells of his past dealings
with the dead man, a disturbing
picture of Waters begins to
emerge. In a series of flashbacks,
we first see him inspire and
support his men, then savage
them for their failure to fufill his
vision of "the ideal soldier." As
Davenport skillfully deepens his

In the Pulitzer Prize winning drama "A Soldier's Play," Special Investigator
Davenport interrogates a possible murder suspect.
probe, accepted racial hatreds are
stripped away to reveal the real
feelings and motives of the
suspects. The final discovery of
the killer turns out to be even
more shattering than the murder
itself.
Most recently, Daedalus
has toured the hit musicals

Cabaret and Little Shop of
Horrors, and also the acclaimed
black play, For Colored Girls.
Daedalus' current roster includes a
new production of the Broadway
musical Dreamgirls.
The tour will run from late
January to mid-March,1990, with
the bulk of its engagements taking

place in February, National Black
History Month.
Tickets for the Clemson
performance are available for $6
for students and $8 for the general
public.

Awards shows need to follow example of campus happenings
American Music Awards broadcast
Tillman Auditorium
The American Music
Awards was telecast last Monday
night by ABC-TV, and having
watched it, I came away with the
feeling that it was far and away
the best music award broadcast on
television right now. I am
including the Grammy awards.
The National Association of
the Recording Arts and Sciences
(the guys who sponsor the
Grammys) have taken their own
award show and made what
should be a celebration of the art
of musical performance into a
popularity contest. I continue to
shudder at the memory of Bobby
McFerrin's "Don't Worry, Be
Happy" having been awarded
"Song of the Year." This mindless
ditty should have never even
come into consideration for that
category. The fact that our then
President-to-be George Bush
chose its catchy lyrics to be a part
of his multi-tiered campaign
assault in no way legitimizes the
song itself. McFerrin made off
like the proverbial thief in the
night.
Another criticism of the
Grammys is one that it shares
with the Academy Awards, and
I'll ask you a question in the
hopes that perhaps your answer
will explain why this situation is
so: why is an artist suddenly more
worthy of an award on his fourth
or fifth nomination than he was
on his previous nominations? This
is something I call the "Body-ofWork syndrome."
I really hate to see promis-

And in this corner...

Terry E.Manning
entertainment editor
ing young performers' achievements slighted by the voters for
these awards simply because
some older artist has been around
for a while and has yet to receive
one. In cases where the more
mature artist is clearly the best of
all nominated, no one feels
overlooked and no one should.
God forbid, though, that I should
hear that someone else received
an award for their "body of
work," If their body of work is
really that great, give them a
special award of merit or something. If not, give the award to
those who really deserve it.
The Stellar Awards, a
program dedicated to recognizing
excellence in the field of gospel
music, doesn't appear to be a bad
program. I must admit, however,
that I am not an ardent listener of
gospel music and may not be able
to pick up on fallacies of the types
that I can more easily perceive
with the Grammys.
I would like to say, though,
that from even my own cursory
interactions, I know that more
groups than Shirley Caesar and
the Winans (in their various
incarnations) are making estimable gospel music. If the Stellar
Awards want to encourage
consumership, they've got to quit

throwing these same old faces at
the audience. BeBe and CeCe
make Ter-ry get slee-py.
The Soul Train Music
Awards are probably the newest
on the scene, their focus being on
performances in the fields of
music which most often appeal to
Black Americans. It tries to
showcase acts which the young
Black viewing audience will tune
in to, but they need to quit
dragging workhorses like Dionne
Warwick onstage to do medleys
of their greatest hits. It also falls
prey to the popularity trap; I'm
sorry, but Najee and Kenny G are
not jazz, and to think that they
might beat out the really good
stuff, like Brandon Marsalis or
Marcus Roberts, is depressing.
After only three years, this one is
already dragging.
What makes the American
Music Awards so good? (Relatively speaking, of course.) It
avoids painting itself into the
same corner as the others in that it
promises the favorite artist in the
different categories, not the best.
I can understand Milli
Vanilli and New Kids on the
Block winning their respective
awards, given this. If the American public is happy voting for the
artist they happen to like best,
regardless of the quality of their
performance, then I am happy to
sit down and watch while those
artists perform and receive those

see Awards, page 19

The National Arts Centre Orchestra of Canada
will perform Jan. 29 at 8 p.m. Tickets are available
for $4 for students and $7 for the public.
Daedalus Productions will present "A Soldier's
Play" Feb.l, at 8 p.m. Admission will be $6 for
students and $8 for the public.

Daniel Hall Auditorium
Classical guitarist William Kanengiser will
perform Jan. 31 at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

HoltzendorffYMCA
Continuing through January 27th,"Dead Poets
Society" will be shown at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m.
Admission will be $1.75.
On Jan. 28th, "The World According To Garp"
starring Robin Williams will be shown at 7:00 and
9:15 p.m. Admission is free with
a Clemson University ID.
Beginning Feb. 1st, through Feb. 3rd, "Field of
Dreams" will be shown at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m.
Admission will be $1.75.

General
The Clemson Little Theater will present "Three
Postcards" on Jan. 26 and 27 at 8 p.m.; Jan. 28 at
2:30 p.m.; and February 2 and 3 at 8 p.m. Admis
sion will be $3 for students and $6 for the general
public.
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UNIVERSITY UNION

SUPER BOWL PARTY

,. ■ ■ .Mj.

CLEMSON

U.S. COLLEGE
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Watch the Superbowl
on a Big Screen TV
In Edgar's
Sunday 28
for cover charge
food & drink provided
sponsored by Special Events Committee

Movies: Y-theater
-A Robin Williams WeekendHe was their inspiration. He made their lives extraordinary.

ROBIN WILLIAMS

DEAD
POETS

IF YOU'RE NOT COMPETING, COME BY JUST FOR LAUGHS

SOCIETY
|pGJw»niM.c

Location:

EDGAR'S

Audience Time:

9PM

Date:

January 29

Competitors Time:

8PM

Sign up at Information Desk by Jan. 29th
for more information call 656-2461
sponsored by. Special Events Committee

. roucMiiOMncruws

Only $1.75
Thursday, Jan 25-Saturday, Jan 27 @ 7:00 & 9:15pm

Edgars Entertainment Presents...

-AND-

THE WORLD
ACCORDING
TO GARP

'%>'

"It's topflight entertainment."
- Bruce Williamson. PLAYBOY

1 loved this movie. Garp is terrific."

Feb. 1 9pm
$2.00 at door

- Gene Siskel. CHICAGO TRIBUNE
Robin Williams, Glenn Close
'rift' Warner Brothers; Directed by George Roy Hill
V?
Color; Rated R; 146 minutes; 1982
Based on the best selling novel by John Irving and directed
by George Roy Hill. THE WORLD ACCORDING TO
GARP..."Is tender, comic, tragic, affectionate, ribald,
lunatic, brilliantly Inventive, sophisticated and simple-"
— Sheila Benson, LOS ANGELES TIMES.

Sunday, Jan 28 @ 7:00 & 9:15pm

FREE w/University ID

KRUSHTON

Fat Stinking Belgium Bastards
Feb. 2 9pm
$2.00 at door

DISCOUNT TICKETS TO SKI
SAPPHIRE VALLEY
Feb. 9 9pm
$2.00 at door

sold at the Information Desk
$75 for equipment
and lift ticket
Monday through Thursday—Day or Night
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A Soldier's Play
presented by Daedelus Productions
in Tillman Auditorium
on Thursday, Feb.l
at 8:00 pm
Cost: Students & Senior Citizens - $6.00
Public $8.00

UPCOMING SHORT
COURSES:
Beginning Sign Language..Jan. 31
Make-up & Hair design ...Jan. 31
Color Me Beautiful
Feb. 8
First Aid
Feb. 19
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Awards
from page
awards.
Grammys, Stellar Awards,
and Soooooul Train? If you're
going to be popularity contests,
which you're becoming despite
yourselves, admit it and revel in
the attention you will receive. In
the meantime, quit beating us
over the heads with your aspirations to legitimacy and dignity.
Do like the AMAs. Party!

Got a favorite
album? Want to
share? Write
entertainment.
Call 656-2150 and
ask for Terry.

Canadian orchestra to
perform in Tillman
from press releases
The National Arts Centre
Orchestra of Canada will perform
at Clemson University's Tillman
Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m.,
Monday, Jan. 29, as part of the
University's 50th anniversary
concert series.
The orchestra is a forty-six
member classical-sized ensemble
ideally suited to touring, which is
a major component of its mandate. As well as presenting a full
subscription series each season at
the National Arts Centre in
Ottawa, Canada, the National Arts
Centre Orchestra has travelled to
the United States, Europe and the

Far East.
In its 20-year history, the
musicians have performed in over
two hundred communities around
the globe. They have also
recorded over twenty albums.
Recently, Canadian Classics
Volume II, conducted by Franco
Mannino, was awarded the Grand
Prix du Disque by the Canadian
Music Council. In the past two
seasons, the orchestra and maestro
Gabriel Chmura have collaborated
on two recording projects:
Haydn's Symphony Nos. 6, 7 and
8 ("Le Matin," "Le Midi" and "Le
Soir"), and a collection of Mozart
arias featuring Canadian soprano
Edith Wiens.

Maestro Gabriel Chmura will conduct the National
Arts Centre Orchestra of Canada when they
appear in Tillman Auditorium Monday night.
Pianist Louis Lortie will be
the featured soloist, with Chopin's
"Piano Concerto No. 2,"
Tchaikovsky's "Serenade for
Strings" and Prokofiev's "Classical Symphony" prominent on the
program. Lortie is an internationally acclaimed performer who has

played with the Royal Philharmonic and the London Symphony.
Tickets for the Clemson
performance are $7 for adults and
$4 for students and are available
at the University box office noon5 p.m. weekdays.

§18 roundtrip airfares on
' Northwest Airlines.
snot just a great price.
t s a great experience.

Only for student American Express* Cardmembers.
■ 10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT—with

Apply for the American Express® Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape.
American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
travel privileges on Northwest-exclusively
for student Cardmembers:

your own personalized discount card, valid
throughJanuary 1991 on all Northwest and
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student
certificates and other certificates,
promotional or special status airfares.)

■ CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE

■ 2,500 BONUS MILES TOWARDS FREE TRAVEL—

$118 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS—to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contiguous United States served by Northwest.
Each certificate is good for a six-month
period, and they will arrive within six
-weeks after you receive the Card. Current
Cardmembers will automatically receive
their $118 certificates by March 15,1990
provided they are still full time students*

when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks®
Free Travel Program.

OF TWO

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.

speed the process.)
Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Cardmember you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits
and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
So don't miss out on a world of great
experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for
the Card. And start packing!

Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately. (If you have your banking
information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help

Membership Has Its Privileges1'

APPLY TODAY
TRAVEL
RELATED
I SERVICES

1-800-942-AMEX

,n American E«p<MS company

®

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

•If vou ire already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please send your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Express, P.O. Box 35029,
Atrn- Student Marketing Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes
mav be made after purchase Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date.Travel may not be available
K»rL-».n citing rn which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates and
otheTrerricrions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. ©1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.
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National comedy search offers
chance for hopeful comics
from press release

A video tape of the winner's
performance will be reviewed by
Certs Mints is searching for the national judge, Jerry Seinfeld,
the funniest college student in
who will select four national
America and is coming to
semi-finalists. Jerry Seinfeld has
Clemson University to find this
appeared numerous times on
Showtime and HBO is one of
number #1 class clown. On
January 29th at 8:00 pm, Certs
America's funniest comedians.
The U.S. College Comedy
Mints will host the U.S. College
Comedy Competition at Edgar's
Competition is certainly funny,
which is guaranteed to make you but the prizes are nothing to laugh
at! The semi-finalists will receive
laugh until you drop your books!
a trip for two to Daytona Beach
So if you've always
during
Spring Break to compete
dreamed of being the laughingin the Finals Competition. Jerry
stock on campus, here's your
Seinfeld will host the Finals
chance! All full and part-time
students who want to enter should competition and select the
prepare a hilarious, 3-minute
"Funniest Student in America."
comedy routine (clean, of course!) The winner will then fly to New
and come to the Competition site York City to perform at a famous
one hour early to sign up. And
comedy club, and maybe even
even if you're not competing,
become "discovered!"
come by just for the laughs, and
Certs Mints is sponsoring
free Certs Mints!
the U.S. College Comedy
The U.S. College Comedy
Competition on 80 universities
Competition is hosted by a
across the country. The Finals
professional comedian who will
Competition will be held in Daycrown the lucky winner "Funniest tona Beach, FL on March 22,
Student at Clemson University."
1990.

BREAKAWAY
FUGAZY TRAVEL
Can Help You Get-Away
CANCUN
7 Nights & Airfare
$479
JAMAICA
7 Nights & Airfare
$509
FT. LAUDERDALE
7 Nights
$207
ORLANDO
7 Nights
$261
All prices based on Double Occupancy
Cruise

from
each with four persons

$274

MANY MORE AVAILABLE! CALL US TODAY!
"Yourfirst stop to anywhere in the world"

1103TigerBlvd

654-38901 Clemson, SC 29631

Music series to sponsor
classical guitarist
from C.U. news service
One of America's premier
young classical guitarists,
William Kanengiser, will appear
in Clemson University's Utsey
Chamber Music Series at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 31, in Daniel
Hall Auditorium.
First-prize winner of the
1987 Concert Artists Guild
International New York Competition and the 1981 Toronto
International Guitar Festival,
Kanengiser has performed
throughout the United States as

well as in Mexico and several
European cities.
Kanengiser has been
featured in performance on
several recordings. He was Ralph
Macchio's guitar double and
coach, as well as an on-screen
performer, in the 1986 film
"Crossroads."
The Utsey Chamber Music
Series is free to the public.
Kanengiser's appearance is
supported by the National
Endowment for the Humanities.

FUND RAISING AND '
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Invites you to the Best
Super Bowl Party
in Town
See the game on our 15 foot Colossal Screen
It's bigger than life and better than being there
Pre-game
Draft beer
500
Quarter back on cans 4-8

Help Wanted from Clemson Students
calling colleges and universities
between the hours of 6-10 PM.
Flexible schedules available.

Located next to the Clemson Police Station

For more information call:

A FEW WORDS ABOUT THE FUTURE.

SHAWN HALL

231-7104

"PLET2 \k
FOOD STORES

TIGER FAVORITES
BUD—SUITCASES—$11.49
NATURAL LIGHT—$10.29
BUSCH—$8.89/CASE
(WE RESERVE KEGS) • 654-2907
233 PENDLETON RD. BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY

Industrial pollutants. Hazardous waste. Radioactive by-products.
At Chemical Waste Management, Inc., we're working to put an end to these dangers. As the world's largest and
most sophisticated hazardous waste treatment and disposal company, we've developed a wide array of responsible,
long-term remedies. In order to stay ahead of the problem, we need your help.

JOIN OUR ENGINEER-IN-TRAINING PROGRAM
We're currently looking for Chemical, Civil, Mechanical and Environmental Engineers. It's an outstanding
opportunity for individuals who are ready for an exciting, stimulating and important career challenge.
We'll be on campus to talk to you about these opportunities. Come see us!

Informational Session:
Mon., Feb. 5, 7:30pm-8:30pm
Student Union
Room 807

Campus Interviewing:
Tues., Feb. 6, 8:15am-4pm
Student Union

For additional information, please see your placement office. If unable to attend our informational or interviewing
sessions, send your resume to: Bobbie Proper, Human Resources Representative, Chemical Waste
Management, Inc., 3001 Butterfleld Road, Oak Brook, IL 60521. Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Sports
SometipforHatfield
to help keep lynch
mobofClemsonaway
TRAILING
THE
TIGER
TOMMY HOOD
sports editor
Dear Mr. Ken Hatfield:
With your being a football coach, I'm
not sure if you've seen the movie Hoosiers. However, with your penchant for
replacing big-name coaches, you've
probably been through the story line more
than a few times in real life.
New coach moves into small town
with big basketball tradition. Townsfolk
have their ideas on how to win basketball
games and new coach has his. New coach
isn't well received when he doesn't accept townsfolk's ideas for how to win
games. New coach wins state basketball
championship and everybody is happy.
Take a few hairs from your head and
put a basektball in your hand and you're
Gene Hackman — soon to be legendcome-lately, despite the howls you've been
hearing.
You've been in this situation before at
Air Force, where you replaced Bill Parcells, and Arkansas, where you replaced
Lou Holtz. You never quite got through to
the people at Arkansas, but you've taken
teams to three major bowls since Clemson
visited the Orange Bowl in 1981.
You've got the players and the schedule waiting for you here at Clemson, but
don't think this is going to be a piece of
cake. You're in a no-win situation. Win it
all next season and just listen to how ol'
Danny could recruit. Lose a few and
listen to the heights that ol' Danny could
have taken that team.
And despite the fact you're a proven
winner on and off the field in a conference
better known for its players' salaries,
you've probably been told already how
we win football games here at Clemson.
Not to add to the amount of information you've got to sort out before you take
a team on the field against Temple in your
first game next season, but here are a few
tips to help make your stay here in Clemson
a more pleasant one.
You probably noticed a few oddities
about our stadium as you took a looked
around for the first time this past week.
You may have even heard of our football
players touching Howard' s Rock and running down the Hill. Just remember, it's all
strictly OFF LIMITS.
The last coach that didn't have the
players run down the Hill was lucky to
survive his three years at Clemson, considering his 12-21 overall record as head
coach. That same coach, who is now the
athletics director at the University of Alabama, did give Clemson the Tiger Paw,
which is another item that is off limits.
If you want examples of what Clemson
people do when you touch a tradition, you
might want to check out Max Lennon's
home movies of last Friday night's lynch
mob that showed up at his house.
Next, you've got to learn how to say
Clemson. You didn't impress anybody at
the press conference last Sunday with
your attempt at the word. As we've told
Sports Illustrated, we'll tell you: It's
Clemp-son, not Clim-zin. The sooner you
learn this, the sooner everybody will start
liking one another.
Third, don't believe all this Tradition
and Vision stuff you were introduced to
last Sunday. Patience is growing thin
around campus as we hear about all this
research money coming in, yet several
thousand male students still live in a residence hall that is made completely out of
sheet metal. What students want is honest
answers to honest questions, not more
rhetoric.
Finally, you will be a lot better off
around here if you do listen to what people
have to say, in particular if you listen to
what your predecessor has to tell you,

see Trailing, page 22

Hatfield: unappreciated by Arkansas fans that
'watched too much football on Sunday afternoon'
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
Ken Hatfield left Arkansas as a successful, if not appreciated, coach that had taken
the Razorbacks to three major bowls in the
past four years. "His record speaks for itself," Larry Beckman, Hatfield's offensive
line coach, told the Atlanta Constitution on
Sunday. "There were some fans that thought
we ran too much. They just watched too
much football on Sunday afternoon."
It was the lack of appreciation from the
fans and lack of support from Arkansas Athletic Director Frank Broyles that led to
Hatfield's hasty departure from Little Rock.
"There was always an undercurrent that
he didn 't pass enough," Beckman said. "Most
successful coaches in college keep the ball on
the ground."
Clemson fans have become used to that
type of offensive philosophy. Arkansas'
offensive coordinator last season, Jack Crowe,
was with the Clemson program for three
years.
Crowe will stay in Arkansas after being
named the head football coach on Monday,
but Hatfield plans on bringing over the rest of
his staff.
"Hatfield was a coach that gave a lot of
responsibility to his staff," said Matt Stewman, sports editor of the Arkansas student
newspaper. "He took a lot of flack for some
of the losses this season, but he did everything right while he was here as far as I'm
concerned."
Stewman said not to expect any Clemson
football players to appear as Playboy AilAmericans during Hatfield's tenure, but a
clean program is to be expected. "He ran a
clean program and was always available to
talk to about his team," Stewman said.
Hatfield talked about his conservative style
of football in a recent interview, focusing on
a 70-yard drive by Arkansas for the winning

* : >'
David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Ken Hatfield answers questions at Sunday's press conference as Louis
P. Batson and Max Lennon look on along with 82,000 fans.
touchdown against Texas A&M last season.
"We knocked them off the ball," Hatfield
said. "Sometimes, people don't appreciate
that. That's not what they want. They want
the glitter.
"Somebody wrote in a magazine article
that if we had thrown the ball more early, we
would have won 10 games a lot quicker than
what we did. Those things like that...now
what in the world would satisfy that guy.
Youwin 10 games — Idon'tcarehowyoudo
it—out of 11, it don't matter."
The criticism leveled by the fans and the
fact that his contract wasn't on par with other
coaches that had accomplished as much as
Hatfield, reportedly drove the Arkansas
graduate to Clemson, where fans never have
expected much flash out of the offense.
In 1987, while in Hawaii, Hatfield learned
that Broyles was not satisfied with the team,
and the two had a closed-door meeting when
Hatfield arrived back in Fayetteville.
Broyles issued the following statement:

"Coach Hatfield discussed with me his 1988
plans for Razorback football, and his approach seems to parallel what the fans want
— an exciting offense and an aggressive
defense."
Hatfield said that the duties of some of his
assistants might change and that he would
become totally involved in all phases of the
game.
Whatever the result of the meeting, things
were never the same for Hatfield, who said on
Sunday that he never thought of being head
coach at his alma mater as his dream job.
"It's almost like there is only one champion and the No. 4 team in the nation had a
sorry year," he said recently. "It's almost
bizarre that you have got to do something
more exciting all the time, and more big and
more everything.
"The same old values and the same lessons that have made our country great are still
the same and they're not learned in a quick
microwave oven."

Young Lady Tigers defeat Georgia Tech
by Michael Dennis
staff writer
Coach Jim Davis' Lady Tiger basketball
team has been playing well lately. This is not
new to Coach Davis and at least some of his
players. However, the wins that the team has
been getting were not expected before the
season started.
Last year Davis had an entirely different

Upcoming games:
Saturday, Jan. 27 vs.
UNCat 7:00 p.m.
Monday, Jan. 29 vs.
Duke at 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 31
atUVa
team. This year's team has only one senior on
it, not five as was the case last year. This team
also includes three freshmen and three junior
college transfers to run the total of newcomers to six.
Wednesday night, though, you wouldn't
have been able to tell there were so many new
players on Coach Davis' team as the Lady
Tigers defeated the Lady Yellow Jackets of
Georgia Tech by a score of 77-69. The win
ran the Lady Tigers' record to 12-4,3-1 in the
ACC.
The Lady Tigers played three games this
past week, winning two. Besides the win
over Georgia Tech, the Lady Tigers defeated
Radford in double overtime Monday night
78-77, but lost to 12th-ranked N.C. State last
Saturday by a score of 72-64.
The game against Radford Monday night
was one of the most exciting of the season.
Several times the Lady Tigers were able to
open up a good lead only to, as Coach Davis
said, "give them a gift and let them back in the
game.
"Last year when we went up there, they
played our socks off and they did a pretty
good job of it tonight," said Davis.
The Lady Tigers never could get anything

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Guard Peggy Sells looks to pass in the Lady Tigers' loss to N.C. State on
Saturday.
going in the first half of the game and struggled
to get to within two by the half. In the second
half, the Lady Tigers came out smoking, only
to give the Lady Highlanders a few "gifts"
and let them back into the game. At the end of
regulation, the score was tied 65-65. In the
first overtime, both teams scored nine points.
In the second overtime, the Lady Tigers scored

five points while holding Radford to four.
Freshman Kerry Boyatt had a chance to
secure at least a tie with five seconds to go in
the second overtime, but she missed the front
end of a one-and-one. The miss allowed
Radford one last shot. The desperation shot

see Lady Tigers, page 23
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Wrestling team loses two close matches
by David Thomas
staff writer

Correction
The wrong picture was placed
with the player profile last week.
The player in the picture was Peggy
Sells. Above is a picture of Court-

ney Johnson, the player profiled in
the story, in a recent game. We
apologize for the error.

After jumping out to an impressive
6-2 record, the Clemson Wrestling
Team struggled in its most recent
matches, losing to Kent State, 1821,andEdinboro, 17-20.
The Tiger grapplers seem to find
strength in Jervey Gym, though.
They are 4-1 while entertaining a
home crowd this year, with the only
loss coming to powerhouse Nebraska.
In the conference, the Tigers are 1 0 after a decisive win against Virginia, 40-4. Clemson's next ACC
match-up will be at Duke this Saturday.
At this point in the season, Junior
Donnie Heckel has displayed the
most leadership and talent for the
Tigers. Heckel has compiled an 181-1 record this year and a 73-16-2

career record wrestling in the 118pound weight class.
"Donnie Heckel is one of the best in
the country. He is a returning AUAmerican and he can make it all the
way to the national finals this season," remarked head coach Eddie
Griffin.
Kurt Howell is another strong point
for the Tiger wrestling squad. Howell has dominated his opponents
this year in the 126-pound weight
division, winning 14 out of 17
matches.
"He's wrestling hard, wrestling
well, and he's healthy. That's a big
plus for Kurt Howell. When he's
wrestling healthy, he's tough,"
commented Griffin.
With five returning NCAA qualifiers from last year, including Heckel,
Howell, Mike Bodily, Kurt Rosenberger and Brian Bittle, Coach Griffin anticipates strong finishes in the

Donnie Heckel
ACC and NCAA tournaments this
year from his Tiger wrestlers.
"We can be a top ten team and
possibly even better if things go
right. I feel that we have the caliber
of team that can win the conference
this season, and that's saying a lot
considering the strength of our opponents."

Keep up with Clemson sports each week in The Tiger

Trailing
from page 21
what Frank Howard has to tell
you and what former president
R. C. Edwards has to tell you
about Clemson.
"Frankly, I like Ford and I
like the president...I like Bobby
Robinson, but better than all of
'em, I like Clemson," said Frank
Howard last Sunday after your
introduction. And whether or
not you believe that after what
you saw our fans do on Sunday
outside the stadium, there are a
lot of people that feel the same
way.
But don't ever forget that after all is said and done, the
goalpost is still ten feet high, the
field is 100 yards long, and to
win football games you have to
put the ball in the end zone. Do
that enough times during the next
few years and you'll be another
new coach that has made the
townsfolk happy.

1990 Home
Baseball
schedule:
February
Wed. 28 Western Carolina 3:00
March
3:00
Tues. 6
ODU
3:00
ODU
Wed. 7
3:00
ODU
Thurs. 8
Wake Forest
3:00
Fri.9
Sat. 10 Wake Forest 2:00
Sun. 11 Wake Forest 2:00
Mon. 12 Marshall
3:00
3:00
Tues. 13 Marshall
Wed. 14 Marshall
3:00
3:00
Fri. 16
Maryland
Sat. 17 Maryland
2:00
2:00
Sun. 18 Maryland
Mon. 19 OhioU
3:00
Tues. 20
OhioU
3:00
Mon. 26 Coastal
3:00
Tues. 27 Coastal
3:00
April
Sun. 1
use
2:00
7:00
Mon. 2
use
3:00
ETSU
Tues. 3
7:00
use
Mon. 9
7:00
App State
Tues. 10
7:00
Furman
Wed. 11
NC State
7:00
Fri. 13
NC State
7:00
Sat. 14
2:00
NC State
Sun. 15
Tues. 17 Georgia Southern 7:00
Wed. 18 Georgia Southern 3:00
7:00
Tenn.
Tues. 24
3:00
Tenn.
Wed. 25
7:00
GaTech
Sat. 28
May
Georgia
Wed. 9
Thurs. 10 Campbell

Computer Short Courses Spring 1990
Courses begin February
Brochures are available at the Help Desk

' Registration is going on now, call 656-3494
1

Short courses are free

NAS Mainframe
M10
M11
M12
Ml3
M14
M15
M20
M21
M30
M31
M32
M33
M40

Introduction to the Mainframe
ISPF Editor {Prerequisite: M10} NOTE: Restricted to Faculty, Staff only
ISPF Mail {Prerequisite: M10} NOTE: Restricted to Faculty, Staff only
Interactive Output Facility (IOF) {Prerequisite: Mil}
Why Do I Need JCL? {Prerequisite: M10}
The Clemson Editor {Prerequisite: M10} NOTE: Restricted to students only
Introduction to DCF {Prerequisites: M10 and Mil}
Advanced Features of DCF {Prerequisite: M21}
Introduction to SAS {Prerequisite: M10}
Intermediate SAS {Prerequisite: M30}
Using SAS to Produce Graphics {Prerequisite: M30}
SAS Display Manager {Prerequisite: M30}
FORTRAN on the Mainframe {Prerequisite: Ml0 and FORTRAN language}

PC
P10
PI 1
P12
PI 3
P14
P20
P21
P22
P23
P24
P25
P26

Introduction to Microcomputers
DOS Overview {Prerequisite: P10 or PC knowledgeable}
Freestyle Word Processing {Prerequisite: P10}
Resume' Expert
Kinexus
Introduction to the Macintosh
Mac Write 5.0 Word Processing {Prerequisite: P20}
MacWrite II Word Processing {Prerequisite: P20}
MacPaint Graphics {Prerequisite: P20}
Starting with HyperCard {Prerequisite: P20}
Introduction to PageMaker {Prerequisite: P20}
Advanced PageMaker {Prerequisite: P20}

VAX, Communications, Networking and Supercomputing
V10
V11
V20
V30
C10
Cl 1
N10
S10

VMS and EDT Overview
VAX Notes {Prerequisite: V10}
ULTRIX (UNIX)
C Programming {Prerequisite: A programming language}
Communications with Kermit on a Macintosh {Prerequisite: P20}
Communications with Kermit on an IBM PC {Prerequisite: PI 1}
Off-Campus Networking
Supercomputing at Clemson {Prerequisite: Faculty or Grad Student}
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Track team sets records in meet
Steve McCord
staff writer
Last weekend the men's and
women's track squads traveled to
Virginia Tech for the Santee-Marriott Invitational and came away
with a total of four Clemson school
records.
The women's team garnered the
majority of the glory, as three Lady
Tigers set school records. As
women's Head Coach Wayne
Coffman tries to explain it, "Our
strong performances so far are due
to many reasons. One, we are a year
older and that's a big key. We looked
very cohesive as a team last weekend. We're short on numbers but
big on performances. And due to
our schedule we have had to train a
little harder over the holidays to
prepare for the upcoming ACC
Championships."
The throwing event specialists
have performed especially well,
topped by Angela Dolby's record
shot put of 48' 3-1/4", best in the
ACC. "Nobody in the South was
really emphasizing in that area,"
said Coffman. "We decided to recruit heavily in that area. I'd say
now that we have one of the top
throwing teams in the South."
In the running events, only the
sprinters have actually competed in
any events so far. Angel Fleetwood
is currently first in the conference
after a winning time of 56.32 in the
400-meters last weekend. She also
combined with Lisa Dillard, Tara
Henderson and Patina Walton to
win the 4x400 meter rel ay.
The men' s squad again consisted
of only sprinters and field event
performers in Virginia. The most
notable performance come from
junior pole vaulter Jeff Fields, as he
cleared 16'0" to win last weekend
and tie him for second in the ACC
rankings.

A copy of last season's football
program would help when looking
at the sprint events "We've had a
great relationship with the football
program here at Clemson," says
men's head coach Bob Pollock. "A
lot of those athletes that come to
Clemson want to be able to not only
play football but also run track."
James Trapp (ranked first in the
ACC in the 55-meters and 200meters), Doug Thomas, Joe Henderson, Jerome Henderson and
Larry Ryans (top-ranked hurdler in
the US coming out of high school
last year) can all be found in the
football program.
Pollock was optimistic about the
team's future, looking at the weekends racing. "Dion Wafford had
virtually no competition in the 800meters. He was all by himself, and
he ran with ease," said Pollock.
"Also, freshman Michael Green
ran in the 55-meters, 400-meters,
200-meters, and a leg on the mile
relay. I really put him through a
heck of a workout that day and I
was pleased with his performance."
Both squads will again compete
at the Bud Light Invitational this
weekend in Johnson City, Tenn.
The meet will be televised on
WTBS.
The track staff is also in the
process of organizing a Home Meet
Officiating Association call the
"orange Stripe Club." Any faculty/
staff members or students interested in officiating or learning to
officiate track and field events can
contact Ron Garner, assistant
women's track coach, room 114,
Jervey Athletic Center or call 6562101,ext.239.
There are five home meets
scheduled for this spring, with the
first being on Feb. 2.
The first rules clinic will be held
on Jan. 30 in Tillman Hall, room
208at7:30p.m.
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Lady Tigers

Earn Over
$6.00
Per Hour

from page 21
went awry, giving the Lady Tigers their 11th victory of the
season.
Boyatt and junior college
transfer Jackie Farmer led the
Lady Tigers with 20 points a
piece. For Boyatt, it was her
third straighttwenty-pointgame.
Wednesday night the Lady
Tigers defeated ACC foe Georgia Tech by a score of 77-69.
Boyatt, Farmer, and freshman
Imani Wilson combined to score
60 of the Lady Tigers points.
Add Courtney Johnson's 10
points and the four starters combined to score seventy points.
Wilson and Farmer paced the
Lady Tigers early as both were
in double figures by half. Boyatt
also was in double figures by
half. Farmer finished the night
with 26 points, Boyatt with 20
and Wilson with 14.
With Wilson and Farmer
scoring from the inside the Lady
Tigers were able to build a lead.
Several times though, the Lady
Tigers inside game stopped and
so did most of their scoring.
In the second half, the Lady
Tigers were able to build a lead
inexcessof fourteenpoints. Still,
they let the Lady Yellow Jackets back to within five points
late in the game, but instead of
folding and missing crucial free
throws, Coach Davis' team
made some timely points to secure the win.
In tomorrow's game against
the Lady Tarheels of UNC, the
Lady Tigers will be facing two
goodpostplayers.
The Lady Tigers complete
their home stand with a game
against Duke on Monday at 7:00
p.m.

r

i
BEAT THE CLOCK
i
i
Order your favorite large 16" cheese
i
pizza (additional toppings $1.10)
i
Monday thru Thursday
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
i
Whatever time is on
i
our clock is the only
i
price you pay!
i
i
i
i
i Not valid with any other coupon or offer. Participating stores only. Tax included.
i All prices rounded to the nearest nickel. Limited delivery areas. Drivers carry under $20.00.
L

654-3082

"WhenBigAl
took his first step,
I knew the Air Force had
been my best step/L^.
"Big Al was bom at 26 weeks' gestation, a one-and-a-half-pound premature
mite whose tiny frame reflected his small chance of survival. But today, he's a
two-year-old rascal.
"Many nursing professionals are simply not aware of the advanced Air Force environment. They don't know about a place where you can leam and grow... where you
can move up quickly. My best career step was the U.S. Air Force, where a big future
was bom — along with some very small wonders."
The Air #
Force is seeking more clinical nurses — whatever your career
you'll find you can meet them in the Air Force. Discover the
goals,
Force opportunity. Call
Air

Full and Parttime

Delivery People
Wanted
Interested?
Apply at the nearest
Domino's Pizza location
Anderson
Clemson
Seneca

EDGAR'S NEW NUMBER

656-0436
(CTJ Union Entertainment Center)
• Open for the Super Bowl on
wide-screen

THE FUTON FACTORY
833-1 HWY 93
(ACROSS FROM SKY CITY)
■ HANDMADE TUTON"
MATTRESSES
■ CONVERTIBLE SOFA-BEDS
■ CUSTOM TIE-DYING
AND MORE!!

OPEN JANUARY 25
654-6943

eflffflS
Cruise to
Freeport,

J299"
Fly to
Nassau,

,8SRS349"
&«**' 2?£o<V CO*"* f»

ss&c

SSGT DAVE RAINES
803-772-1698—Station-To-Station Collect
:

Call 1-800-62
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Howell battles opponents, injuries as wrestler
byRhettBerger
staff writer

player profile

Injuries normally discourage
athletes, making them hesitant to
perform again. If an injury doesn't
drive an athlete from the field, it can
significantly detract from an
athlete's performance.
Kurt Howell, a junior majoring
in history, continues to excel in the
physically demanding sport or wrestling, despite several knee and elbow operations.
Before coming to Clemson in
1986, the Newark, Del., native had
arthroscopic surgery on his right
knee. Howell never missed a beat,
starting off his first season at
Clemson with an impressive 17-1
individual record. Then, after reinjuring his right knee and injuring
his left knee at the Sunshine Open,
he underwent arthroscopic surgery
again that same year. From there,
Howell struggled to win six of his
next 12 matches, and finished his
freshman season with a 23-6-1 record.
"My freshman year was very
hard to get through," said Howell.
"I won the West Virginia Open,
came in third place in the Ohio
Open and beat two All-Americans.
Then I had two knee operations
back-to-back. My season just went
downhill after that. I was trying too
hard and working out five to six
hours a day."
Kurt injured an elbow the next
year and had to be redshirted for the
season. In September of 1988, his
right knee needed more surgery. He
sat out for most of the fall and
produced a 24-10-1 record for the
year.
"In the first week of practice,
something happened to my (right)
knee," Howell said. "It was scoped
twice before, and there wasn't any
cartilage in there — so the bones
were rubbing together. The bones
chipped and my knee locked about
four times, so they had to remove
the chips. That put me out for the
beginning of the season. In the
spring, I came back and won the

Sunshine Open. Then I started winning some matches."
Howell is used to winning. In
both seventh and eighth grades, he
won national championships. In
the summer before he entered high
school he won the World Schoolboy Freestyle title. In his sophomore year of high school, Howell
won the Junior National Championship. At Newark High School,
he won four straight individual state
championships and amassed a 1080 record.
Kurt started wrestling when he
was only five years old. He watched
his older brother Dickie wrestle at
the Y.M.C.A. every week. Dickie's
instructor asked Kurt if he wanted
to try wrestling, and the rest is history.
Howell started wrestling in tournaments when he was in fifth grade,
averaging 150 matches a year. He
would travel to tournaments with
his father and brothers, paying their
own expenses.
At times, the Howells needed
financial help to send them to tournaments. "When I got in the seventh grade, we started going to national tournaments and we were
flying everywhere," Howell said.
"We had to start raising money to
go places. We called it begging.
We used to go door to door with
cans with our pictures on them asking for change and stuff, but hey,
we made pretty good money that
way."
With his amazing success in high
school, Kurt was recruited by many
colleges. He chose on the last possible day to come to Clemson.
"Coach Griffin contacted me, but I
never expected I'd come to
Clemson," he said. "Really, I came
to Clemson because Coach Griffin
bugged me so much. He'd call me
and ask, 'Are you coming to
Clemson?' I finally got tired of
saying, 'I don't know,' so I decided
to come.
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Medical Students
Need cash? Can't afford medical? Achievingyour
goal of becoming a physician can be a difficult and
costly task. The U.S. Navy Medical Corps has a
way for you to realize your ambition and relieve
you of the financial burden of your medical education. Call 1-800-922-2135 in SC or 1-800-845-5640 in
GA, M-F, 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM.
///////._

_///////////////7.—

TUXEDO
HEADQUARTERS
Kurt Howell
Howell has compiled a 65-21-3
record so far at Clemson, and is 143 this year. He wrestles in the 126pound weight class and was rated
as the nation's 1 lth-best 126-pounder by Amateur Wrestling News
before this season. In the summer
of 1989, Kurt had the opportunity
to wrestle in the Olympic Festival
in Oklahoma City. The tournament
features the nation's best wrestlers.
Howell finished third in GrecoRoman wrestling and landed the
second alternate spot on the World
Team, which, if this was an Olympic year, would be the U.S. Olympic Team.
"I never really competed on the
open level before, so I wasn't really
sure how I'd do," he said. "I went
out there thinking that I didn't want
to embarrass myself. I wanted to
win at least one match. I won the
mini-tournament and then finished
third in the Olympic Festival."
After his impressive showing in
Oklahoma, Ho well was sent to train
with the Olympic Team. "I have
pictures of these (Olympians) on
my wall and I've admired these
guys for years," he said, "and here I
am training with them and talking
with them on a first-name basis.
They were showing me moves and
working out with me."
Howell has beaten some of the
best competition in the world, and
despite being put to the mat by
injuries throughout his career at
Clemson, he continues to dominate
his college opponents.

Design
Studio
• Reserve tuxedos now
• Group discounts to Fraternitites
• Come in and see the newest styles!

654-7630
Clemson Shopping Center

fastofucb fajtencfanA,
is coming to the

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
FEBRUARY 3 TO SHOOT C.U. STUDENTS
TO APPEAR IN OUR 1991 NATIONAL CALENDAR.
IF YOU'VE BEEN TOLD YOU'RE GOOD LOOKING, SEXY.
OR OUGHT TO TRY MODELING, THIS IS A PERFECT
OPPORTUNITY TO TEST YOUR APTITUDE.
TO ARRANGE A FREE TEST SHOOTING, SEND YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS, PHONE. AND PHOTOS (2-3, ANY QUALITY) TO:

67 DRUMMOND STREET, CINCINNATI, OH 45218
OR CALL (SI3) 823-3786 FOR MORE INFORMATION
CO-SPONSORED

K

Greek Gallery
Fraternity—Sorority Clothing and Gifts
353 College Avenue

Clemson, SC 29631

(803)654-6784

O

BY: TtotioHol &UU<fta.U TttodetiHQ ri^ency

Be A Part of America's
Hottest Calendar!
HP Periorauuee. HP Valu. 1B A Word Copley.

10% OFF
All Reverse Weave Sweats
Including Letters or on Plain R.W.
Sweats

Get an HP School Tool.
HP LaserJet IIP
$
897*

Fast 4 ppm output
Memory up to 4 Mbytes

HP Deskwriter
$
717*

I Laser-quality output
I Scalable fonts

LaserJet IIP for the PC. Deskwriter for the Mac.
Either way you get 300 DPI jet-black text and
graphics from Copley, one of the nation's largest HP
dealers to educators.
■ Immediate Delivery
■ Technical Support
■ Up to three years depot warranty

ax~~<r~

Call Toll Free Today 1 800 7-COPLEY

BEEFY

%

&A

^

00L0 P»
MEDALLION

100 Dominion Drive
Morrisville, NC 27560
(919) 460-6070

m

H EWLETT
PACKARD

Authorized 'Dealer

• Pricing applicable to full-time ataff and faculty only, other dlacounta available
for atudenta.
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Tennis team impresses Kriese
match of Spring season

by Eric Lyons
staff writer

The men's tennis program has
compiled an impressive list of statistics over the past decade, despite being
in the shadow of the football and
soccer programs.
Not only did the team win nine of
the ten Atlantic Coast Conference
crowns in the 1980's, it has an 84-2
ACC mark since 1978, has made 11
straight NCAA Tournament appearances, and leads all Clemson athletic
squads with a 2.82 GPA.
The team appears ready to add to
its list of achievements in the 1990's
after opening the season this past
weekend with the Clemson Winter
Classic.
Two of the three men entered in
the singles' tournament advanced to
the fourth round. Anderson College
transfer Nicklas Johansson, receiving a first round bye, defeated David
Blakely of South Florida 6-2 and 6-4
and Jamie Frontera of South Carolina
6-3 and 6-4 before falling to Lou
Gloria of South Carolina in the fourth
round 6-1 and 7-5.
"Nicklas was the number-one

player at Anderson," said coach
Chuck Kriese. "He is very talented with his feet and hands and
continues to improve everyday."
Junior J. L. Guillou, also received a bye in the first round and
slipped past John Meyers of Anderson 7-5 and 7-6 and Frederick
Anderson of Lander 7-6,6-7 and
7-5 before losing to Jose Campos
of South Florida 6-2 and 6-1.
"Guillou is a transfer from
Minnesota University. He has
had it rough in the past few years
with a rough fall and a broken
hand, but had a courageous performance in the tournament," said
Kriese
Freshman Mike Williams lost
in the first round to Michael Sass
of Alabama 7-5 and 7-5 and was
eliminated by Patrick Westow of
West Virginia 6-3,6-1.
"Mike is a freshman for the future." said Kriese. "He is one of
the best freshman doubles players I have ever had."
In doubles action, Williams
and Johansson fell to a doubles
team from Anderson 6-3 and 6-3
in the first round.

: -

Owen Casey
Coach Kriese said that he is
pleased with the team's performance so far. "We've laid a solid
foundation during the fall," he said.
Now all Kriese is asking for is two
percent improvement per month.
"We have 3 of our 6 singles players
when I want. By February I would
like to have 4 of 6 ready, March 5 of
6, etc."
The men will compete this weekend at the Miami Ryder Tournament. The women open the season
at home on Saturday in a match
with Kentucky at 11:00 a.m.

Women's basketball vs.
North Carolina tomorrow at
7:00 p.m. in Littlejohn

Science Diet at the
Lowest Prices in this
area!
FOR THE BIRDS
50# Striped Sunflower Seed
$1625
50# Black Oil Sunflower Seed $1450
Kaytee Parrot, Cockatiel, and
Parakeet Feeds 3# to 50#

nQoma
1 \rfT}fU_y The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would
V \/C7?/Zf ^-ke to ocngratulate our new initiates:
Peri All in
Jennifer Amato
Dana Arant
Jules Barca
Beth Barrett
Colleen Bauer
Kristen Bruhns
Lisa Collier
Lisa Collins
Connie Cooke
Missy Coulter
Denise Decembrino
Dorie Denholm
Barbara Gadecki
Tara Gregori
Sonja Hawkins

Heidi Huber
Kelley Huskamp
Dana Jackson
Jennifer Lew
Sharon May
Shannon Merritt
Kelly Olsen
Phyllis Pollitt
Margaret Ravan
Leslie Rhoades
Jennifer Rochester
Amity Shively
Inger Stevens
Joy Troublefield
Jeri Van Curen
Laura Varajon

Prep Plus™
For the MCAT:
The Best
Medical Insurance
No one can guarantee your acceptance to medical
school. But we can guarantee that you'll score your
highest on the MCAT. Our unique Test Your Best™
guarantee is your insurance policy. If you're not
completely satisfied with your MCAT score, we'll let
you repeat the entire course.. .at no charge!
We offer expert live instruction, innovative home
study materials, unlimited review in our TEST-NTAPE® labs and lots of personal attention. That's why
Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared more test takers, and
produced more top MCAT scores, than everyone else
combined!

I STANLEY H. KAPLAN
cfc Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
1419 Pendleton St. • Columbia, S.C. 29201 • Tel. 803-256-0673
Classes starting February 3,1990 in Greenville Area. Call for details.
For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST

K/ttTEE
P^ti f'

EQUINE EATS!
Cleveland Ryder
Spartan Hi Pro Horse
Silver King 10%
Red Dot 9%
Whole Western Oats
Zimectrin Wormer
TM 50# Salt Blocks
Clovite 5#

Page 25

$560
$625
$475
$450
$625
$795
$400
$795

CENTRAL FEED
"The Rabbit Box"
Hwy93 Central 639-6690
Between Central and Norris at the Overhead Bridge

Pizza HiiT
Pairs!

2 medium Cheese Pan Pizzas
crust of your choice

89

ONLY

($1.69 per topping covers both pizzas)
2 Supreme Pan Pizzas,our6 toppings—
• l*8W
2 Super Supreme Pan Pizzas.our 9 toppings— $14.99
DINE-IN
NO COUPON
CARRYOUT
NEEDED
DELIVERY

-Hut.

Makin' it great!
Mikin'itgrullliitrKHUrtriPlzzilM.lK.

e 1988 PlmH* Inc.
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Tigers travel Tobacco Road for crucial %
stretch of ACC games at UNC, Duke
by Rob Patrick
staff writer
Tuesday night's game against
Georgia Tech was the first of a
tough three-game stretch of the ACC
schedule for the Clemson men's
basketball team.
The next two opponents for the
Tigers are traditional national powers Duke and North Carolina. And
the stretch isn't made any easier by
the fact that both the Duke and
UNC games are on the road.
Clemson hasn't had much success
against Duke up at Durham (3-36)
in the past, and absolutely none
against UNC at Chapel Hill (0-34.)
So far this season, both teams are
undefeated at home.
Clemson will face UNC Saturday afternoon (4:00 p.m., WYFF),
only 36 hours after having faced
Georgia Tech. In spite of this fact,
this year may be the best chance
that Clemson has had in some time
of beating UNC at Chapel Hill.
Gone from last year's team are starters Jeff Lebo, Steve Bucknall, and
J.R. Reid. The loss of these three no
doubt contributed to the shaky start
of Dean Smith's team this season,
but they seem to have gotten on
track now with a record of 13-6.

Included in that record is a recent
win at home over Duke, Clemson' s
opponent after UNC.
Duke, like UNC, has excellent
guards who could cause problems
for Clemson. In both games, it will
be important for Clemson's guards
to handle the pressure and get the
ball inside to the big men.
"We expect both Duke and North
Carolina to trap and for them to do a
lot of scrambling at the point," said
Clemson guard Shawn Lastinger.
"If the guards can handle the pressure and be patient, we should get
good shot selection inside and do
well."
Dale Davis and Elden Campbell
are among the best big men in the
country, and big games will be
needed from both of them if
Clemson is to have any success.
Phil Henderson, averaging over
17 points per game, and Christian
Laettner, averaging over 16, will be
the players to watch from Duke.
Clemson's guards must contain
Henderson in order to slow the Duke
offense. Robert Brickey is still out
with an injury. Depth and bench
talent is always a trademark for
Duke however, so the whole team
is dangerous.
Playing both UNC and Duke on

the road in less than a week is a
tough order to fill, but if Clemson is
patient on offense, and the guards
can handle the pressure and get the
ball inside to the big men, it may be
the best chance in years that
Clemson has had to.beat both teams
on the road in one season.
"We've had the early part of this
week to prepare for this stretch of
games," said Clemson coach Cliff
Ellis. "We had that stretch of nonconference games, and just wanted
to get through them so we could
have a few days to rest before these
three games."
As of games through Jan. 21,
Clemson is tied with UNC for second place in the conference, while
Duke is number one. So, depending on the outcome of the Georgia
Tech game, these two upcoming
games could play an important role
in determining the conference
championship. According to
Lastinger, "These two games are
crucial to our position in the conference standings. If we do well, we
should be in an excellent position
coming into the end of the conference schedule." Wins against all
three would vault Clemson into first
place, and make it difficult for anyone to unseat them from the top.

RESERVE

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

Duke's Robert Brickey goes in for a dunk against Syracuse
earlerthis season,

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

the smokies

Why fly
half-way across the
country in search of winter
sports and recreation that are
just a few hours' drive away.
Experience the snow capped
beauty and excitement of
downhill skiing at Cataloochee,
hiking and cross-country skiing
through the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park and a
variety of activities you wouldn't
expect so close to home.
We have lodging to suit every
taste and budget. So why spend
money on plane fare when you
can spend some time with us?
For lodging and ski conditions,

1-800-334-9036

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, confidence and
decisiveness it takes to succeed in any career.
And you'll qualify to earn Army officer credentials
while you're completing your college studies.

For ski conditions only, call
1-800-THE-lMTN

weTe snow close
Western North Carolina
Just 21/2 hours from Clemson

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOUCAN TAKE.

To find out more call Capt. Ben Ivey at 656-3107
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Basketball team cruises past Hofstra
by Nelson Berry
staff writer

^rda^ueend

The Tiger basketball team tightened the screws defensively in the
second half against Hofstra en route
to a 91-58 pasting over the Flying
Dutchmen, this was the team's
third win of the week over nonconference opposition.
Marion Cash had three layups
and Ricky Jones had two inside
baskets as the tigers opened up an
early 16-7 lead using a smaller
lineup. Elden Campbell and Dale
Davis were held out of the starting
lineup in a disciplinary matter concerning being late to class.
However, their presence was
immediately felt. Campbell had
eight first half points and seven first
half rebound, including a reverse
dunk off an alleyoop pass from
Cash. The Tigers led 44-31 at
halftime.
Head Coach Cliff Ellis was
pleased with the second half defense. He noted, "I though the key
to the game was our second half
defense. In the first half their penetration and ball movement really
bothered us. We never got them out
of the game until the second half.
Our defense got in the passing lanes
and created some turnovers."
Matt Tucker'slayup at the 14:45
mark kept Hofstra within 52-39.
The Tigers used a 15-2 sport to put
the game away. Davis had seven
points during the scoring spree.
Davis had 15 points to lead the

illaae
APARTMENTS

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Two bedroom Townhouses
available featuring:
•Pool
•Planned Activities
•Laundry Facilities
• 10 Minutes from campus
•Leasing for fall semester
•Summer Special—3 months lease

Call for Details

Resident Manager

654-6158
OFF HWY. 123 ON ISAQUEENA FRAIL

Tiger guard Shawn Lastinger drives past a Hofstra
player in last Saturday's game.
Tigers in scoring. Kirkland Howling had 14 points, while Cash and

Campbell added ten. Derrick Flowershad 12 to lead Hofstra.

Men's and Women's In door Track - The Clemson
Invitational coming Feb. 3 at Littlejohn Colesium

1

W

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

SPRING BREAK
ft

t
ft

DAYTONA BEACH
•High quality beachfront accommodations for
7 exciting nights.
•Round trip chartered motor coach.
•Free pool deck parties, activities, & promotions.
•Inter-Campus Programs I.D./Discount card.
•On-location staff for camplete assistance.
•All taxes, tips, & service charges included.

7
ft

SUPER BOWL f
PARTY/SPECIAL!

Super
Bowl
Sunday is
almost here
and when two
' of Pro Football's
best teams battle
it out, be sure to
have lots of piping
hot, delicious Domino's
Pizza"1 delivered right to
your door before halftime!
r
As soon as you call, your pizza
will be delivered in 30 minutes
or less. Guaranteed.
So remember, nothing tops off a Super
Bowl Party like a hot.fresh Domino's Pizza,
with savings just for you.

CALLUS!

1

Super Bowl
Sunday Special!

1. Dinner for two - 12' Dinner for four - 16"
' 2 Item pizza with 2 2-item pizza with 4
I Cokes for: $
$£ J99 Cokes for: $4 A 99

6.

I
I
I

Valid on Super Bowl Sunday Only.
valid at participating stores only Not valid with any
other otter Prices may vary Customer pays applicable
sales lax Limited delivery area Our drivers carry less
® than S20 00 o 1968 Domino's Pi«a. Inc

?229

*

WIFH FRANSPORFAFION

ft

For information and reservations:

Brian Kiley—656-7279

i
i
f

t1
4

ARRANGEMENTS BY £* INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS

[b^QjBms

MONDAY
Feb5
7 pm

• Sign up and more info available
at Union Games Area Lanes Desk

M-F

9 am-2 pm

"Early Bird" .75 game/.25 shoes

6 pm-Close

Rent-A-Lane $4/hr (Free shoes)

FRI

6 pm-Close

$1 game/.25 shoes

Sat & Sun

1 pm-6 pm
6 pm-Close

"Early Bird" .75 game/.25 shoes
When the "Moody Blue" Pin
comes up as head pin with a
strike, game is FREE

Wed & Thurs

Group reservations accepted during any open
bowling time.
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Campus
announcements

Golden Key National Honor
Society will have a meeting on Feb.
1 at 5:00 in the Student Senate
Chambers. All members are
encouraged to attend.
Live—Study—Travel — in
Europe this summer. You can take
two courses (six credits) in eight
weeks at an American university,
all English speaking, in Geneva,
Switzerland and transfer the credits
to Clemson. Live in a dormitory
with the students from around the
world or choose a Swiss family for
a truly unique experience in foreign
living.
Travel
throughout
Switzerland, Italy, France and
Germany on weekends and days
off. You will have plenty of
company. Meet a Clemson
student—Ann Davignon—who did
all this last year and a Clemson
professor—LeRoy Doar—who will
be teaching at Webster University
(Geneva). Join us in Room A-204
of the Poole Agricultural Center at
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. l.Call
656-5696, Professor Doar, for more
information.
Gamma Sigma Sigma Rush. Jan.
30 and 31.7:30 p.m. in the Calhoun
Commons building. Call Amy or
Debbie at 656-4136 for more
information.
The YMCA is sponsoring a Midwinter Citrus Sale. Orders for "fresh
picked" Florida citrus, including
Pink and White Grapefruit and
Oranges may be placed through Feb.
14. The fruit is scheduled to arrive
for pick-up at the YMCA Recreation
Area on Feb. 23. To order, call 6562460.
The YMCA in conjunction with
the Pickens County Chapter of the
American Red Cross will offer a
Lifeguard Upgrade course
beginning Feb. 4 and a Water Safety
Instructor course beginning Mar.
29. Registration is being held at
Holtzendorff YMCA Center. For
additional information, call 6562460.
PREPHYSICAL THERAPY
MAJORS: The Medical University
of South Carolina is not having
interviews this year. Applications
are currently being considered and
you should hear from them in
February.
The Nursing Center, located in
the College of Nursing, is offering
American Heart Association
certification in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR). Two types of
classes are being offered. The first
class includes certification in oneperson CPR, infant CPR, and the
prevention of choking in infants
and adults. This class will be held
Feb. 5 and 7 from 6:00-8:00 p.m.
The second class will consist of
pediatric CPR only. This will
include CPR forchildren and infants

TYPING
654-8779
LOW STUDENT
RATES
FREE DELIVERY

as well as the prevention of choking
in infants and children. This class
will be held Feb. 21 and 22 from
7:00-9:00 p.m. You must register in
advance. The cost is $15.00 per
person. You must attend both
sessions of the class you choose. If
you have any questions or to register
for a CPR class, call the Nursing
Center at 656-3076.
February is heart month. To
recognize the importance of this
month, the Clemson University
Nursing Center will be offering a
special on Cholesterol testing. This
test is a fingerstick blood sample
which shows the total cholesterol.
The regular cost is $7. This month
the cost will be $5. Do something
special, learn your cholesterol
number-and what it means. Please
call 656-3076 for an appointment
or more information.
The Chronicle is accepting
submissions of poetry, fiction,
plays, feature stories and art at Box
2187 for the spring art and literary
issue. If you do not wish to mail
artwork or need more information
call 656-2833.

for sale
Daytona Beach Party! $224 for
seven days, eight nights on the beach
and round trip transportation leaving
from Clemson University!!
Interested? Call Tonya at 656-6911!
ATTENTION:
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide. (602) 8388885 Ext. A7313.
Is it True...Jeeps for $44 through
the Government? Call for facts!
(708) 742-1142 Ext. 457.
BEST SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
Bahamas Cruise plus six days on/
near beach $279, six days Jamaica
$299, Cancun eight days $399!
Includes
air/cruise,
accommodations, some meals,
PARTIES! Spring Break Travel,
Rubin Square, 653-3212.
NASSAU/PARADISE
ISLAND, CANCUN, MEXICO.
From $299.00 R.T. air, R.T.

Bulletin

transfers, seven nights hotel, free
lunch, free admissions, hotel taxes
and more. Organize small group
earn FREE TRIP. For more
information call toll free (800) 3448360 or in CT (800) 522-6286.
SPRING BREAK—COME TO
EASY SAILING Sail and Power
Boat Charters in the Florida Keys
and Bahamas, bareboat or
captained. Prices from $418 per
week including Captain and meals.
TOLL FREE—24 hrs (800) 7804001.
FOR SALE: 1979 Oldsmobile
Starfire, V-6, power steering, power
brakes, sunroof, hatchback, 4speed, very reliable. 653-7707.

help wanted
URGENT!! Need responsible
person to care for toddler in my
home on Clemson side of Easley.
Must have own transportation.
Hours: 11:45-4:15 Monday and
Wednesday, 11:45-3:00 Friday.
Pay: $4.50/hr. References required,
child care related preferred but not
necessary. Call Claire Lyons - 2773816 Collect.
Photographers
needed.
Immediate openings. 35mm
experience helpful. Transportation
necessary. Variable work hours.
Call Classic Photo 654-2411.12-5
M-F.
Earn $2,000 - $4,000. Searching
for employment that permits
working your own hours, but still
challenging enough for your
entrepreneurial skills? Manage
programs for Fortune 500
companies. Earn $2,000 to $4,000.
Call (800) 932-0528 ext. 3014.
Summer job interviews—
Average
earnings $3,400.
University Directories, the nation's
largest publisher of campus
telephone directories, hires over 200
college students for their summer
sales program. Top earnings $5,000$8,000. Gain valuable experience
in advertising, sales, and public
relations selling yellow page
advertising for your campus
telephone directory. Positions also
available in other university
markets. Expense paid training

program in Chapel Hill, NC.
Looking for enthusiastic, goaloriented students for challenging,
well-paying
summer
job.
Internships may be available.
Interviews on campus Tuesday,
Mar. 6. Sign up at the Placement
Office.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS! $32,000/year
income potential. Details (602) 8388885. Ext. BK7313.
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000/
month. Summer, year-round, all
countries, all fields. Free
information, write IJC, P.O. Box
52-SC01, Corona Del Mar CA
92625.
$$Hundreds Weekly$$ Parttime, completing MIP refund
policies. U.S. Government
Program. Call (713) 292-9131. 24hour recorded message. Please have
pen ready.
POST ADS ON CAMPUS. Earn
over $10 per hour in commissions
for magazine and credit card
companies.
COLLEGE
PRODUCTS (718) 646-2145.7:009:00 p.m.
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING. Plus raise up to $ 1,700
in only 10 days. Student groups,
frats and sororities needed for
marketing project on campus. For
details plus your FREE GIFT, group
officers call (800) 765-8472 Ext.
50.
WIN
A
HAWAIIAN
VACATION or a big screen TV
plus raise up to $1,400.in just 10
days!! Objective: Fundraiser.
Commitment: Minimal. Money:
Raise $1,400. Cost: Zero
Investment. Campus Organizations,
clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC:
(800) 932-0528/(800) 950-8472,
ext. 10.
Is your fraternity, sorority or club
interested in earning $ 1,000.00+ for
one-week, on-campus marketing
project? You must be wellorganized and hard-working. Call
LisaG. or Myra at (800) 592-2121.
Your organization can earn over
$1,000.00 for a one-week effort.
No sales, no investment—just the
opportunity to divide and conquer.

Interested in learning more? Call
Lisa G. or Myra at (800) 592-2121.
ATTENTION - HIRING!
Government jobs - your area.
$17,840 - 69,845. Call (602) 8388885. Ext. R7313.
TELEPHONE
TALKERS
Phoners for Jaycees fundraiser are
needed. The starting wage is $4.00
per hour. The hours are from 5:309:30 p.m. 653-4300.
WANTED: Female student to
babysit 9-year old girl each
afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00. Need
own transportation. Very close to
campus. 654-7351.

housing
ATTENTION —
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $ 1
(U-Repair). Delinquent tax
property. Repossessions. Call (602)
838-8885 Ext. GH7313.

miscellaneous
Success can be yours! Earn extra
money with a simple money making
secrets! Not a get rich quick scheme!
Simple but effective techniques
guaranteed to make money! Start
today! Rush $9.99 to: Allison
Enterprises, P.O. Box 988 Athens,
GA 30603.

personals
Congratulations Mrs. Rebecca
Moorefield! I sure do miss my 210
partner—Love, Julie.
Bob—Welcome to Clemson! I
hope this weekend is all that you
hoped for. Don't worry—it's not
over yet—more white zin, a little
Chinese, dancing (and maybe a few
surprises - if you're good). XOXO,
H.L.C.
Pretty coed in sunglasses with
the purple book-bag I walked with
from Jordan toward Schiletter last
Thursday (1/18) at 4:00 p.m. Call
me: Randy at 882-3068. (I have a
beard and mustache, wore a gray
hat, and a black "Pink Floyd" tee.)

Allied Health Professionals

STEP UP TO TODAY'S
AIR FORCE.
Discover a challenging future with opportunities for professional growth. Serve your country while you serve your career with:
great pay and benefits
• normal working hours
• complete medical and dental care
30 days vacation with pay per year
Find out how to qualify for today's Air Force
Call
SGT BOB BEARD
404-722-3536
Station-To-Station Collect

